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Introduction

Mental health in the workplace has never been more important. 602,000 workers 

reported suffering from work-related stress, depression and anxiety in 2018/2019. 

These shockingly high numbers clearly illustrate that something needs to change.

This guide to mental health in the workplace, written by experts in the field, aims 

to advise and support workers to help them lower their chances of suffering from 

poor mental health for work-related reasons.

Read on to learn time management skills, how mindfulness can improve your 

wellbeing, and how to become more resilient.

Please note: as you read through this guide, you will notice that some excerpts 

reference previous chapters - please note that these are references to the original 

text and not this guide, which is a carefully curated selection of relevant chapters 

on mental health in the workplace.
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Wellbeing ? more than the absence of distress

Well ? do you flourish at work? Or are you as puzzled and disconcerted by the 

question as I was when a well-remembered colleague took the time to ask me 

that question a long time ago? It troubled me then that I avoided answering 

truthfully by responding yes ? I am flourishing. I instinctively understood that 

flourishing had to mean more than just surviving, or minimising my distress, but 

unfortunately that is how low many of us are prepared to set the bar when 

thinking about our wellbeing. So, this seems like the most obvious place to begin 

our conversation about what wellbeing means. A very senior manager in a large 

?caring? organisation explained to me how a distressed colleague had ?lost their 

nerve?, sounding oddly like how the military spoke of shell shock over a century 

ago. Then and now it would appear, people who experience stress at work are 

seen as weak, having some character flaw or lacking backbone. Thinking of stress 

in this way is inappropriate and potentially dangerous. It forces the issue 

underground for some, and promotes a culture of shame in others that gets in the 

way of people either asking for help, or taking time off to get better.

Presenteeism, where people come to work even when they are feeling distressed, 

is ironically exacerbated both by the structure that work offers, and the 

normalising effect of being around colleagues who appear to be coping. At any 

given time, a sixth of the population goes to work experiencing the physical 

(somatic) symptoms of emotional distress ? sleep problems, not eating properly, 

headaches and migraines, neck and back pains, tiredness, and more. How often do 

you hear people say in response to the question, ?how are you doing? Oh ?  

surviving?. Sickness-presenteeism has become the ?new normal? in many 

organisations. Researchers who want to explore the relationship between 

wellbeing, sickness absence, and presenteeism report how frustrating it is to 

persuade organisations to participate in studies because they fear ?opening 

Pandora?s box? (Collins et al., 2018).

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
Excerpted from Workplace Wellbeing: A Relational Approach

Chapter 1
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Distress is a normal reaction to abnormal circumstances. Organisations content to 

promote ?Mental Health Awareness? seem all too blind to the ways they may 

contribute to creating the abnormal circumstances that negatively affect their 

employees, and instead assume that stress is inevitable, good for you, and only 

affects those lacking in resilience. None of this is true: every vase ultimately 

overflows when too much water is poured into it. We can only guess at the true 

scale of the distress caused by relational abuse in the workplace, because when 

things go wrong, workers find themselves gagged by increasingly popular 

non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) which protect the reputation of serial 

perpetrators. So-called gagging orders are becoming progressively popular in 

public institutions, and in the UK for instance they are used to prevent workplace 

abuses becoming public. The UK House of Commons, employing a mere 2,500 

people, spent £2.4 million of taxpayers? money on such arrangements during 

2013? 17. At the time of writing, UK universities weighed in with a staggering 

£87 million in such pay-offs in the past two years alone, indicating how they are 

becoming standard practice for quietening those who they fear may harm their 

valuable reputations.

Soothed disengagement is not the answer.It is taken for granted that wellbeing is 

in the control of the worker, and that stress equates to some personal 

irresponsibility in how you run your life. Affordable spa weekends, yoga courses, 

worthy yet vacuous slogans, and dry Januarys are just some aspects of the 

burgeoning industry of stress management and wellbeing products that place the 

responsibility for being well firmly with you. Nobody argues that having a band 

play as the ship sinks can help soothe, but doing so is a potentially fatal 

distraction from the business of avoiding icebergs to begin with. As a hospital 

doctor explained: ?It is put on me as an individual to adapt and survive this 

environment ?  rather than making the environment more survivable ?  sitting in 

a room trying not to think about stuff is not the answer?. When talking about

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
Excerpted from  Workplace Wellbeing: A Relational Approach

Chapter 1
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resilience training she went on to explain: ?if someone is beating you with a stick 

do you offer them padding (i.e. more training) so they can carry on hitting you?? It 

does not take much imagination to recognise that colleagues too overworked to 

attend their subsidised mindfulness course or complete their online wellbeing 

module will soon become resentful about being offered psychological personal 

protective equipment (PPE) to guard against the emotional risks of their 

workplace. Organisations recognise the problem at some level, regularly offering 

expensive interventions such as one-to-one coaching to employees of strategic 

importance. Yet it is an act of faith to assume that the feel-good factor of 

wellbeing will ?trickle-down? the organisation. The danger of the beer and 

circuses approach is that we become seduced into pathologising the individual, 

ignoring the underlying structural causes of distress, and passively accepting 

palliative care as the solution.

A multi-layered phenomenon.I do not accept that the absence of stress is 

sufficient to render the workplace somewhere we can thrive as human beings. In 

order to flourish we must consider how the individual and the organisation or 

groups of people interact and engage with each other. Organisations are not 

wholly responsible for the stress we experience at work. It is too simplistic to 

attach blame to either the individual or a faceless monolith. Instead, stress has to 

be understood in terms of a multi-layered physiological, social and political 

phenomenon. A Relational Approach, which I champion here, emphasises 

connectedness, complexity, and mutuality. It considers the holistic wellbeing of an 

individual and how this is entangled with the wellbeing of the community to 

which he or she belongs. Organisational and structural factors frustrate and 

impede healthy ways of organising our working lives (Chapters 2 and 8). Our 

default relational (Chapters 3? 5) and group behaviours (Chapter 6) also 

contribute to a potent shadow-side of work which manifests itself in emergent 

behaviours, which includes relational abuse (Chapter 7).

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
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Chapter 1
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You may be disappointed to learn that I am not offering any psychological quick 

fixes to survive what can feel like an abusive relationship with your place of 

work. The more ambitious project for us all is to understand, and then renegotiate 

aspects of how we see ourselves in relationship with our work communities, 

because such relationships can inadvertently undermine our capacity to flourish.

Neoliberalism and the wellbeing agenda. Forty years ago we seemed to stop 

trusting governments to organise our social structures and make sense of the 

world for us. Instead, we put our faith in the free market, where the average of 

the expressed preferences of countless consumers becomes the process through 

which we resolve our social problems. There are drastic consequences for our 

wellbeing as the state withdraws from health care, energy supply, housing, law 

and order, telecommunications, and public transport. Instead of a share in the 

prosperity, we get impending climate catastrophe, populist convulsions, public 

health emergencies and banking crises. We thought we were getting freedom, but 

instead neoliberalism offers us inequality and envy to spur us on to work harder, 

be more productive, and so increase our value in the marketplace. The CEO in a 

FTSE 100 company now earns about of 150 times the average salary compared to 

only 50 times that amount in 1998. Income inequality ? which affects levels of 

trust, social interaction, mental illness, hostility, violence, racism, and what the 

Institute for Fiscal Studies calls ?deaths of despair? (i.e. early deaths from alcohol/ 

drug abuse and suicide linked to poverty and social isolation) ? have become the 

characteristics of our hitherto cooperative species (Beattie, 2019).

The neoliberal era has seen an erosion of the power of unions and employee 

collectives to influence working conditions, with the management caste in our 

organisations resembling ?oligarchies? or private dictatorships. The current 

generation of young people are increasingly aware of their expendability. The 

shifting dependence of our universities towards external funding has meant that 

they too have fallen to market forces and an obsession with rankings (Chapter 2).

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
Excerpted from  Workplace Wellbeing: A Relational Approach

Chapter 1
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Universities have lost their role as a place of learning, becoming instead 

cathedrals of bureaucracy (Bal, 2017). The consequences are dire because 

academics and researchers who would otherwise challenge the structural 

problems of the workplace have surrendered to the same managerialism 

sweeping through other professions.

Control of the ?wellbeing agenda? is less about compassion and empathy and 

more about market share and political kudos. A key driver for contemporary 

organisations is how wellbeing relates to productivity and ultimately profit. We 

all recognise the benefits to an organisation of reduced sickness absence, staff 

turnover, and attrition through workplace conflicts to its clients, patients, trading 

partners, students, customers, etc. Yet how interested are organisations in 

accepting responsibility for their role in workplace discord? It will take time to 

challenge the myth that the atomised workplace frees us from the weakness and 

shame of interdependence, because the opposite is true. Having the solid support 

of a collective is the definition of strength. The greatest difficulty we face, which 

we examine in Chapter 3, is the anxiety we feel about learning to tolerate those 

who we rely on for our survival. Will it require a global public health calamity to 

act as unwelcome midwife to once radical ideas about how we organise 

ourselves?

Safety was the low-lying fruit; the more ambitious project promotes our 

Health 

The management standards approach. There continue to be physical hazards in 

the workplace, but in neoliberal service-based economies such as the US and UK, 

risk increasingly relates to the way that work is organised; harm is more likely to 

be emotional than physical. Framed as it is in risk management, in 2004 the UK 

Health and Safety Executive (HSE) produced standards that address the six 

primary ? and overlapping ? sources of stress (or distress) at work:

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
Excerpted from  Workplace Wellbeing: A Relational Approach

Chapter 1
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-Role: Whether people are clear about their role, and its expectations within the 

organisation (see Psychological Contract? Chapter 2).

-Relationships: The quality of our relationship with others is the most important 

factor contributing to our overall wellbeing (Chapters 3 and 4). Conflict is the 

most frequently reported source of problems and distress in many occupations. It 

may also be indicative of more serious workplace problems including emotional 

abuse (Chapter 7).

-Control: Jobs with high demands or time pressure but low levels of 

empowerment are ?high-strain? and bear the greatest risk of emotional harm 

(Henderson et al., 2013). Autonomy over workload encompasses the invidious 

issue of micromanagement (Chapter 4).

-Support: Work is about a search for daily meaning as well as daily bread, for 

recognition as well as cash. Support includes showing encouragement, 

appreciation, and offering sponsorship, which in concrete form means being given 

the resources to do your job. Hearing you are valued in your work is a vital source 

of pride and dignity (Chapter 5).

-Demands: This asks organisations to take seriously the physical, emotional, and 

cognitive demands on employees. Working hard can be stimulating, and good 

facilities convey that employees are valued. Yet who gets to define working too 

hard and good facilities (Chapter 6)?

-Change: This relates to how change in organisations, be it large or small, is 

understood, managed, and communicated (Chapter 8). Too much change or 

mismanaged changed is stressful, and leaves a memory in the organisation. 

Long-term follow-up of companies who have gone through downsizing shows 

that even amongst the employees who did not lose their jobs, rates of mental 

illness and sickness absence remained high for up to 10 years (Bhuiet al., 2012).

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
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The management standards are undoubtedly helpful for raising awareness of 

stress in the workplace, and providing busy administrators with a framework to 

navigate the relational, cultural, political, and organisational complexities of 

stress. However, when seen through the lens of risk management, efforts to 

address stress become superficial. Actions are reduced to technical fixes for harm 

prevention rather than an opportunity to consider the structural solutions for 

promoting health. Perhaps understandably, the levels of risk identified amongst 

the mountains of Stress Risk Assessments across the country rarely moves above 

Low? Medium, because managers mark their own homework. High risk would 

indicate a crisis, and that is more difficult to ignore.

The HSE management standards are also useful for structuring staff surveys and, 

in principle, benchmarking both internally and nationally. This perhaps explains 

why organisations feel reluctant about using them, preferring instead to craft 

meaningless questionnaires that seek to congratulate management on their 

efforts. For medium to large organisations, HSE standards can lead to such an 

unmanageable volume of data that managers, H& S, and HR professionals feel 

like they are drinking water from a fire hose. The timing of staff surveys is also 

problematic and open to manipulation. For organisations subject to seasonal 

variations of workload and workflow, and for those undergoing perennial 

re-structuring and internal change, there is never a good time to ask, ?how are 

you feeling?? In any case, as the saying goes, the dogs bark, and the caravan 

moves on.

Crucially, the HSE management standards acknowledge that at the heart of every 

risk to our wellbeing lies a deficit in the so-called soft skills or relational 

competencies. It is this deficit in relational competencies that I seek to address 

here through the exploration and promotion of a Relational Approach.

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
Excerpted from  Workplace Wellbeing: A Relational Approach
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Other indicators of distress. Given that stress is subject to cultural, class, and 

gendered biases, it is instructive to consider links to other, perhaps more subtle 

indicators of whether people are thriving in the workplace.

Employee assistance programmes (EAPs), which evolved to manage alcohol abuse 

in the USA, were designed to assist organisations manage issues affecting worker 

productivity. Studies examining the link between rates of EAP use and wellbeing 

suggest that their usefulness and return on investment for the organisation are 

largely a matter of faith (Josephet al., 2018).

Churn. Recruitment and retention can, depending on its scale, be costly in terms 

of advertising, screening, interviewing, appointment, induction, and training. 

Whilst low levels of ?churn? are healthy for an organisation, spikes can indicate 

localised problems. For teaching and nursing where stress is endemic, high 

turnover and retention are synonymous with the professions. HR professionals 

consider exit interviews unreliable, only offering disgruntled exiteers an 

opportunity to grind their axes, preferring instead to gag them with cash 

incentives. Yet in my personal experience such people can have a genuine desire 

to provide supportive and constructive feedback to prevent repeats of their own 

sometimes painful experiences.

Trade unions are shown to improve workplace wellbeing through a civilising 

process that mediates organisational change, improves pay, and working 

conditions etc. (Brysonet al., 2013). Individuals, teams, or groups that generate 

unusually large amounts of casework for a trade union may indicate the presence 

of deeper issues undermining employee wellbeing. However, the absence of busy 

caseloads may not necessarily mean that all is well. In the UK, workers are not 

compelled to join trade unions, which means that in principle employees can 

have a ?free-ride? and gain all the benefits of a unionised workplace without 

actually belonging to one. Given this, one might expect to see a reasonably 

random distribution of wellbeing across an organisation irrespective of 

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
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whether someone belongs to a union. Surprisingly, however, studies show that 

higher levels of job satisfaction and wellbeing are observed amongst unionised 

workers than non-members (Haile et al., 2015). Given that more than a third of 

non-members belonged to the managerial and supervisory ranks in this study, it 

is not surprising that unionisation, which is likely to limit their customary 

authority, adversely affects job satisfaction, health, and wellbeing.

The science of wellbeing

The medical model and distress. We are all impressed by the success of empirical 

science, and medicine in particular. A clearly defined disease or pathology, such 

as Type 1 diabetes, can be understood at the molecular level and is treated with 

life-transforming success. The so-called medical model of cause and effect 

seduces us into positivist ways of understanding human distress and despair that 

are, I believe, unhelpful. It invites judgements about illness, health, what is 

normal, and more worryingly, what is abnormal. In seeking a medical basis for 

distress, we distract ourselves from examining the underlying psychosocial 

shapers of what and how we feel. Practitioners, researchers, and scholars alike 

have trouble agreeing where the dividing line between psychological wellbeing 

and disturbance lies. Perhaps it is because there is none? Psychological health is 

a continuum, and we all move along it from time to time, some more than others, 

but it is a continuum nevertheless.

Wellbeing and the workplace. Unlike the natural sciences with its universally 

accepted understanding of key dimensions (i.e. mass, time, length, etc.), 

researchers and scholars in the humanities struggle to reach a consensus on 

what it means to be well and healthy. This explains why related terms such as 

mental health, resilience, and wellbeing remain somewhat vague and difficult to 

define. The debate about their meaning will go on for some time because of the 

political and ideological nature of such terms.

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
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Well-meaning neoliberals add to the confusion by introducing all manner of new 

and spurious terms, unwittingly revealing their own ideological stance about how 

worth equates to some notion of what it is to be normal. Adding to the confusion, 

the powerful voice of the World Health Organisation further conflates terms like 

stress, normal, mental health, and wellbeing: 

A state of wellbeing in which every individual realises his or her own 

potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and 

fruitfully and is able to make a contribution to her or his community. 

Early attempts to define wellbeing were framed in terms of a deficit of pathology, 

or the absence of mental illness, so measurement scales were shaped by the 

constructs of anxiety and depression. Trying to measure and quantify wellbeing 

along the dimensions of pleasure (hedonism) and virtue (eudemonism) is fraught 

with difficulty, because such concepts overlap in ways that are hard or even 

impossible to untangle. What gets lost when we try to dissect the lived 

experience of a holistic person is precisely the complexity of what emerges 

through our inter-relatedness (Chapter 6). Furthermore, thinking of wellbeing as 

an absence of the kind of stress described by the HSE management standards 

blinds us to the incompatibility of the two concepts. Consider for a moment how 

optimism, which arguably contributes to our holistic sense of wellbeing, can 

potentially undermine our health (see Box 1.1). The overly optimistic 

mountaineer taking chances with their equipment and weather engages in the 

kind of risky behaviour that can lead to calamity.

Attempting to draw a line around a person at work, separating them from their 

life beyond, is also as artificial as it seems (Figure 1.2). This is especially so for 

those of us who see the workplace as our major source of social and personal 

esteem, or even amorous interest. Does the workplace end when you put your 

smartphone on silent, snap your laptop closed, clock-out at the end of the day, or 

take your uniform off? More worryingly, does work only end when you finish your 

second bottle of wine or sink your fourth pint on a Wednesday evening?

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
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Artificial boundaries around our work and non-work identities reflect an 

impoverished notion of what it means to be a human being. The holistic, 

context-free perspective of wellbeing cannot possibly disentangle an individual?s 

general wellbeing from other parts of their lifeworld (lebenswelt) as the philosopher 

Jürgen Habermas calls it, which includes time spent at work. Although inequality 

and instrumentality are exacerbated, and even amplified by the structures of the 

workplace, the injuries to our wellbeing merely reflect what goes on in the wider 

world.

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
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Box 1.1 The elements of wellbeing 

A check-list based on the key elements shown below form the basis of the 

wellbeing inventory in Longo et al. (2018). Take a moment to reflect on how you 

are feeling today, and complete the questionnaire (Exercise 1.1). Return to it in a 

couple of weeks and see if the outcome has changed. Can you identify where these 

changes have occurred; in work or beyond?

-Awareness? knowing yourself, and being in touch with how you feel.

-Calmness? feeling serene and peaceful.

-Competence? able to overcome challenges and achieve outcomes.

-Congruence? the perception that what you do is compatible with your interests, 

values, and beliefs. 

-Connection? having relationships that are supportive and rewarding.

-Development? a commitment to improving, developing, and advancing.

-Happy? a cheerful and satisfied demeanour.

- Involved? engaged and interested in what you do, and who you do it with.

-Optimism? having a positive outlook on, and expectations about, the future.

-Purpose? a sense of direction and meaning in your life.



-Self-acceptance? living with the way you are, including any ambiguity.

-Self-worth? liking yourself, but recognising the line where narcissism begins.

-Significance? believing what we do is worthwhile, rewarding, and valuable.

-Vital? energetic and full of life.

Exercise 1.1 The 14-item scales of general wellbeing

Instructions. Below you will find 14 statements about your experiences. 

Indicate how true each statement is regarding the experiences in your life 

overall. There are no right or wrong answers. Please choose the answer that 

best reflects your experience rather than what you think your experience 

should be.

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
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The humanistic workplace Psychotherapy has been preoccupied with 

pathology, despair, and anguish for much of the twentieth century. However, a 

growing body of scholars and practitioners are turning their attention to how we 

actively flourish and prosper as human beings. Humanists such as Carl Rogers, 

Eric Erikson and Jürgen Habermas ? who we will hear more from later ? and 

positive psychologists such as Martin Seligman (2000) are interested, as am I, in 

the personal, relational and systemic aspects of what it means to flourish and 

thrive. The focus is on our capacity to nurture and be nurtured, have the personal 

courage to be our real selves, develop our interpersonal skills, and foster the 

capacity to trust in the workplace. This is a far more ambitious project than 

simply avoiding what harms us. Wellbeing then is about your subjective 

perception of being happy, and means promoting your sense of purpose in the 

workplace.

Authenticity, congruence, and the good life. Thinking about the good life is 

marked in terms of millennia. Modern philosophers believe that the pursuit of 

both pleasure (hedonism) and virtue (eudemonism) produce the greatest overall 

wellbeing. The former is to do with ?hot-brain? processing and focuses on fast, 

subjective judgements about what feels pleasant in the ?here and now?. The 

latter describes ?cold-brain? processing, or longer-term evaluations of one?s life. It 

is about doing things we consider worthy and consistent with our values and 

self-identity. For Sigmund Freud (1856? 1939), it was simple: ?we want to 

become happy, and then remain so?. When asked what a healthy person should be 

able to do well, his response was equally unfussy: ?Lieben und arbeiten?, or to love 

and to work. He felt it was such a waste to settle for superficial happiness 

(hedonism), or as the HSE would suggest, set ourselves the unambitious target of 

avoiding unhappiness, achieved by either avoiding human relationships (see 

Chapter 3), or soothed disengagement, i.e. numbing with alcohol, drugs, food, 

social media, watching sport, or working too hard. We thrive when the physical, 

intellectual, emotional, relational, and spiritual domains of what it is to be human

DO YOU FLOURISH AT WORK?
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are given the opportunity to be expressed.

A person living authentically can accurately match his or her own experience to 

their awareness, and is congruent in their self-expression, living life with little 

fear of what other people think about them. The humanistic notion of congruence 

is more than being just honest with someone, however. It needs to be concerned 

with a relationship dynamic rather than your own personal view of the world. 

Compare, ?to be honest Theresa, you are a real nightmare to work with?, with 

?working together feels difficult for me ?  how about you Theresa?? The former is 

judgemental and blaming, while the latter demonstrates that we have reflected 

on what we might bring to our relationships. Carl Rogers promoted the simple 

(although devilishly difficult in practice) idea that interpersonal relationships 

characterised by congruence, empathy and acceptance are sufficient not just for 

the good life, but for profound therapeutic change for those experiencing distress 

(Rogers, 1967). Offering this type of relationship is not so much about doing, but 

being. The person-centred counsellor or psychotherapist will tell you that 

learning to do this takes practice and lifelong reflectivity.

Inauthenticity ? the art of putting on a show. Traditionally, workers were paid only 

to do physical things with their bodies, such as lifting, digging, and so on. 

However, increasingly in Western service-based economies, the performance of 

technical tasks requires a mixture of thinking and relational skills. What is not so 

obvious about this relatively new arrangement of exchange ? which we explore 

in more detail in Chapter 2 ? is that now we have to manage how and what we 

feel when we work. You might reflect on how true this may be of your own work 

setting.Professions that most readily come to mind include policing, prison work, 

health care, social work, teaching, hospitality, human resources, etc. The physician, 

midwife, or nurse who invest time and energy to empathise with and reassure 

apprehensive patients on a daily basis are to be congratulated for their ?bedside 

manner?.
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A personable tiller at an increasingly rare checkout can make a trip to the 

supermarket a highlight for the socially isolated in our communities. In these and 

other roles, our skill in managing and projecting our emotions can be sold for a 

wage, and as such they have a kind of exchange value, albeit one that is taken for 

granted. It is a depressing reflection of our neoliberal economies, where it is 

possible to make money without adding value in any real way to things, that the 

exchange value of our emotional labour is quite so low. Compare the incomes of 

those who volunteer their time to care for the most vulnerable in our society (i.e. 

pre-school children, the unwell, and elderly), and the suburban gauchos found 

herding noisy packs of other people?s pets through our public spaces.

The sociologist Arlie Hochschild (1983) recognised that the settings in which we 

work invite us to separate how we feel on the inside with how we appear on the 

outside, in much the same way an actor does. We do it through either deep 

method acting, where we try really hard to recreate the feelings that must be 

expressed,or through surface acting, where we put on the expected mask by 

faking or supressing emotions. When Stanislavski developed his famous training 

method for actors, he explained: ?all action must have an inner justification, be 

logical, coherent and real?. Or as Marlon Brando put it: ?to be believable ?  it has 

to hurt a little?. When we are being our authentic selves, our emotions are 

spontaneously and genuinely experienced. Here, there is neither need nor time to 

act, only to be what Carl Rogers termed congruent. Doing emotional labour is 

linked to our emotional intelligence, which describes our capacity to perceive 

others accurately and to understand, appraise, and express our own emotions. 

Having to do emotional labour is not in itself harmful to our wellbeing, but the 

tension of chronic inauthenticity, which means regularly engaging in surface 

acting to supress our authentic selves, consistently predicts job dis-satisfaction, 

withdrawal from work, staff turnover, stress, and ultimately burnout (Figure 1.3). 

Mounting our own personal campaign of working to rule, like the jobsworth who 

conforms to the letter of their role, can minimise exposure to emotional work 
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through avoidance (Chapter 3).

Staying emotionally safe at work. Doing ?surface acting? or being incongruent is 

not always motivated by cynicism. Surviving the emotional attrition and everyday 

traumas in some professions requires an emotional shutting down simply to 

survive, in the short term at least (Chapter 8). People who seek to avoid 

emotional engagement and shield who they are may be drawn to a particular 

profession where authenticity is a distinct disadvantage, i.e. working as a prison 

officer, where any vulnerability can be mercilessly exploited. Living in our heads 

is an effective strategy to avoid the messy business of human relationships. 

Having worked in universities and healthcare settings for over 30 years, I see how 

an environment that prizes the world of the mind offers many hiding places for 

our vulnerabilities. Acknowledging vulnerability or authenticity at work is risky 

because it invites stigma or being seen as weak, inadequate or dispensable. 

Consider our sexual orientation, which can be invisible compared to any of our 

other social identities. Lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and queer (LGBTQ) employees 

must make a conscious cost? benefit analysis when weighing up whether to 

come out at work, i.e. the threat of stigma versus being openly authentic (Baker &  

Lucas, 2017). Strategies used to minimise the risk of authenticity in such 

circumstances include seeking safe spaces, which means finding employment in 

industries, communities, cities, and geographic regions with a reputation for being 

more liberal and accepting of difference.

For the time being at least, authenticity and congruence in the workplace come 

at a price, because we cannot always trust to be met as a person there. So until 

things change, and they will eventually, I want the ideas and values of this book 

to accompany you until change does happen and you can put them into practice. 

People instinctively know what they need to flourish, and a Relational Approach 

facilitates that process.
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Figure 1.3 The Emotional Labourer.



Things to keep in mind

-  We most readily think of wellbeing as the absence of stress, which can be 

achieved through a mixture of soothed disengagement and avoidance, but 

avoiding stress is just an aspect of what it means to flourish at work.

-  It will take time to challenge the myth that the atomised workplace frees us 

from the weakness and shame of interdependence when the opposite is in fact 

true. Individual wellbeing is intimately enmeshed with the wellbeing of the 

communities to which we belong.

-  A Relational Approach is grounded in the humanistic tradition, which prizes 

congruence, empathy, and acceptance of self and others.

-  Trust is the key. Authenticity will remain a risky business until we can learn to 

trust and be met with compassion as a person at work.
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Do you ever worry about things that may happen and end up feeling stressed 

or anxious? Does this get in the way of you doing something you want to do? 

Does it sometimes feel that life is rushing past and you are missing spending 

time with friends or family? Do you endlessly replay in your mind a mistake 

you have made or a situation you wish had gone differently? If so, then 

mindfulness has something to offer you.

So what is mindfulness? The essence of any description will tell you that 

mindfulness is being awake and aware of the present moment, choosing 

where to put our attention, noticing when we have got caught up in our 

mind?s story of how life is and bringing our attention back to the here and 

now. Once we have this skill, we can choose when we use it, and it?s amazing 

what a difference this can make; it can be invaluable as in the example 

below:
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Using mindfulness at work

Amy got an email from her boss saying that he wanted to see her. She 
began thinking that he would tell her that her job was under threat. She 
imagined that he was unhappy with the standard or speed of her work. As 
she walked to his office, with her heart racing and mouth dry, she 
remembered her mindfulness practice. She recognised that being caught 
up in why her boss wanted to see her was not being mindful. She brought 
her focus onto the experience of walking along the corridor, with the 
carpet under her shoes and the sound of people talking from the offices. 
When Amy ?woke up? to realise she was paying attention to her minds? 
version of events, she was being mindful. In noticing her experience of 
walking along the corridor, she brought her attention into the present 
moment.



From this example, we can see Amy?s mind went to an imagined future (her 

boss being unhappy with her work). When she realised this and brought her 

attention back to the moment of walking down the corridor, she was being 

mindful.

Automatic pilot

An example of being unmindful or mindlessness that you may find easy to 

recognise is when we are on ?automatic pilot?, that is, doing things without 

being aware of what we are doing.
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I work in two locations during the week: the clinic and the university. The 

first part of the journey is the same. Sometimes I can set off for the 

university, and before I realise it, I am turning into the clinic. I have been 

driving on automatic pilot. If I had been driving mindfully, I would have 

been aware of where I was, the road in front of me, changing gear, and 

would have gone to my intended destination.

Has this, or something like it, ever happened to you? Of course, this process is 

a very natural thing that all minds do. But how much of the time do you live 

in ?automatic pilot? rather than fully living each moment? Might it make a 

difference to your life to learn to be mindful?

Taking control of your mind

We first came to mindfulness through our work as therapists when we trained 

to deliver Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT). Marsha Linehan developed 

this therapy, and she makes the point that mindfulness puts you in the driver?s 

seat so that you are in control of your mind, rather than your mind being in 

control of you. So what does your mind being in control of you mean? Here 

are a couple of examples. 



Rob had been struggling at college. He?d failed a couple of assignments 

and was finding it hard to sit down and write his essay. Whenever he sat 

at the computer, his mind would go back over all the assignments he?d 

failed in the past or onto predicting that this one would fail too. It was so 

powerful that Rob couldn?t even start the essay he needed to do. The 

chatter of Rob?s mind was taking him away from the course he wanted to 

follow. He didn?t ask it to do this. He wanted to get the work done and to 

do well.

Cheryl hadn?t heard from her friend and thought ?I must have done 

something to upset her.?  Whenever she had the urge to text or phone her 

friend, she would put it off. The longer it went on, the more convinced she 

was by thoughts that her friend was angry with her and didn?t want to see 

her. We can?t stop our minds from producing thoughts like this. Minds 

churn out thoughts like sweat glands produce sweat, but if we have the 

skill of being mindful, we can notice what our mind is doing and bring it 

back to what we want to focus on, so that we can write the essay or text 

our friend. We are in the driver?s seat and it feels good!
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The growth of mindfulness

In 1979, Jon Kabat-Zinn started using mindfulness with his patients in a stress 

reduction programme. He noticed people often live their lives thinking about 

what might happen in the future or what has happened in the past and 

treating these thoughts as if they are facts. He was aware that eastern 

meditative practices such as Buddhism focus on bringing attention into the 

present moment, accepting it rather than trying to push it away or make it 

into something different.
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He thought this could be a helpful skill for the patients he was working with, 

so he introduced it into his programme..Jon Kabat-Zinn is credited with being 

the first person to bring mindfulness into Western clinical practices. In the 

following years, mindfulness has been incorporated into many therapies for a 

variety of problems. A common theme in these therapies is the emphasis on 

changing our relationship to experiences rather than changing the 

experiences themselves. It would be great if we could go through life having 

only positive things happen wouldn?t it? But we know that?s not realistic. Of 

course if we can change something, let?s go ahead, but how many things 

happen that we cannot change, at least not immediately? Accepting the 

experience without judging it as good or bad allows us to have the 

experience and choose how we want to respond to it. The changes for people 

can be truly remarkable, enabling them to start doing activities they had 

previously given up or going into situations they had been avoiding. In 

Chapter 8 we tell the stories of how people have used mindfulness in this 

way.

Research into mindfulness has grown at a tremendous pace. Its application 

has expanded from medicine and psychology to education, sport, business 

and leadership. The merging of the two great traditions of empirical science 

and Buddhist meditative practice has provided a catalyst for the expansion of 

mindfulness into many areas, and there is growing evidence for its beneficial 

effects.

Brain changes

One area of research that has generated a lot of interest is looking at whether 

mindfulness meditation has an impact on the brain. Many people will have 

seen pictures taken with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanning of brain 

activity changing when a person engages in mindful meditation.



An example was shown on BBC News (4.1.12, BBC News). A patient with 

chronic pain was taught mindfulness meditation. When meditating, the scans 

showed a decrease in her brain activity in areas associated with pain. This 

fitted with her experience of the pain being more manageable or ?being taken 

down a notch? when using mindfulness meditation.

Does this mean mindfulness is for everyone? Research has also looked at 

whether people suffer any negative effects. If we think of mindfulness as a 

skill of directing where we put our attention and bringing ourselves into the 

actual moment of our lives, then it is hard to see that this is going to prove 

hugely detrimental. There are suggestions that practices should be kept short 

initially, that if you are learning from a teacher, they should be properly 

qualified, supervised and have their own practice, and if you have physical or 

mental health problems, to seek advice, for example, from a medical 

practitioner. So whilst no one skill is for everyone, a balanced view is needed 

remembering mindfulness is being taught in schools and used widely in 

therapies, business and sport with growing evidence of positive gains.

Our experience

Our approach to teaching mindfulness is that it is a practical skill that can be 

learned and used in many different situations. This may be slightly different 

to other books that you have seen on this topic. We are experienced NHS 

therapists who have helped many people use mindfulness skills to overcome 

their difficulties, some of which were very severe. People we worked with 

were often desperate, unable to see how anything could change. We had the 

privilege of being able to teach these people mindfulness skills and how to 

apply them not only during the time they spent with us in formal teaching, 

but during their daily activities at home and at work. The results were often 

life-changing,and for some, life-saving. The feedback about the way we 
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taught mindfulness was so good that other therapists were interested in our 

style of teaching. Over the last 6 years, we have taught thousands of 

therapists in our workshops, showing how to bring the skill of mindfulness 

into people?s lives in an accessible and useful way.

Reading this book is your opportunity to hear our top tips and suggestions for 

learning mindfulness. You can be confident that the things we suggest have 

been tried in the most challenging circumstances. If mindfulness can help in 

those situations, then it probably has something to offer you too. If you are 

thinking, ?this doesn?t sound like me, I don?t have any particular problems or 

issues,? then don?t put the book aside. These strategies and practices are 

relevant to all of us. We have found mindfulness hugely beneficial to us. 

Everyone is subjected to the influence of their own mind, and we will teach 

you how to become awake and aware of how that process works. We continue 

to do the same practices that we teach to others, and we share in the same 

benefits of leading a more mindful life. In the following chapters, we will 

show you how to develop and use this skill to enhance your work, your 

relationships and your experience of being comfortable in your own skin. If 

that sounds like it?s for you, then read on!

Developing our own practice

In order to learn the skill of being mindful, it?s no surprise that we need to 

practise it. Any skill needs to be developed if it?s going to be useful to us, 

whether it?s riding a bike or boiling an egg. So like us, you will need to 

incorporate a regular time to be mindful into each day. This can be anything 

from a couple of minutes to much longer times, but it is helpful to start small 

and build up. Often people will set aside a short time when they first get up, 

come home from work or before they go to bed. To learn mindfulness, you 
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need to have a time to practise, and we will talk more about setting up your 

formal practice time in the next chapter. We like to practise both on our own 

and with others. You may also want to consider joining a mindfulness group 

or class where you can take part in mindfulness together and help each other 

in learning this valuable skill. We have found having our own mindfulness 

practice not only has had a huge impact on us being able to incorporate 

mindfulness into our lives, but is also an important part of our ability to teach 

mindfulness to others.

You may notice we use personal examples in this book. We do this because 

people have told us they like it, and it helps them to see how they could use 

mindfulness in their lives. It also demonstrates that we are no different; we 

need to use the skills as much as anyone does.

What will mindfulness do for me?

You may have picked up this book because you have heard about mindfulness 

from a friend or colleague, watched a clip on YouTube or read about it on the 

internet or in the paper and are curious to find out more. Or it could be that 

you are having difficulties, and it has been suggested that mindfulness may 

be useful to you. You may have been given this book by your therapist or 

mindfulness teacher. Some of you may have practised meditation or yoga and 

are interested in expanding the benefits you have gained. Whatever the 

reason, we hope you will enjoy reading this book and trying out the 

mindfulness practices in it.

Learning mindfulness as a skill means that you can use it when you want to, 

whether that is to get more out of events you are enjoying or to help when 

life gets tough. Let?s give you an example:
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A member of our mindfulness class, Alana, told us about going to the 
pub with her friends Rachel and Sarah for an evening out. She knew 
Sarah had also been to mindfulness classes and practised it regularly. 
Sarah had been shouted at by a customer that day at work and kept 
going over how unpleasant they had been to her and what she wished 
she had thought to say to them at the time. Alana and Rachel were 
sympathetic, but Sarah became more upset each time she 
remembered the event. Eventually Alana said: ?Sarah, your mind 
keeps going back to what happened at work today and it?s stopping 
you from enjoying the evening. This could be a good time to use the 
mindfulness you have learned. Just notice when your mind wanders 
and bring it back to being in the pub with me and Rachel and what we 
are talking about now.? ?That?s not the mindfulness I have done,? said 
Sarah. ?When I do mindfulness, I go up to my room for half  an hour, 
and everyone in the house is quiet while I do it, and I feel a lot better 
afterwards.?
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Sarah is obviously willing to practice regularly and is getting benefit from 

doing this, which is great. But by only doing the mindfulness practices in her 

room, and not using mindfulness in her everyday life, she is missing out on all 

the extra benefits she could have. By learning how to use mindfulness in 

everyday situations, Sarah could have noticed when her mind went back to 

what happened at work that day, gently brought her attention back to the 

conversation and enjoyed the evening with her friends.
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Introduction

It seems that every day there are stories in the media about the 

ever-increasing prevalence of stress in the workplace and its cost to 

employers and the economy, as well as the harmful physical and 

psychological effects on those individuals experiencing it. Stress is one of the 

major reasons employees cite for their absence from work, and stress-related 

absence is increasing. Employees complain of, among other things:

- longer hours which adversely affect home life;

- job insecurity;

- tedious and tiring commuting;

- increased work demands but with fewer staff to meet them;

- tight deadlines;

- too many meetings;

-email overload;

-difficult colleagues;

-uncaring and incompetent managers;

-meaningless targets; and

- rapid technological changes they have to keep up with, as well as the faster 

pace of work these technologies require.

So what is stress? It can be defined as occurring when pressures that you face exceed 

your ability to cope with them. A CBT-based view of stress would focus on how you 

assess both the challenges you?re facing and your ability to cope with them. For 

example, your anxiety might be based on overestimating the difficulty of the 

challenge (?There?s too much information to absorb in the prescribed time period?) 

and underestimating your ability to deal with it (?I?ll be overwhelmed by the demands 

of the project and exposed as incompetent?), despite a good record of project 

management.
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This cognitive focus on the contribution you make to your stress levels is not 

meant to let employers and the government off the hook ? they too have 

their part to play in managing stress in the workplace ? but to show you that 

by thinking and acting differently about the challenges you face, you can 

learn to be more resilient and less stressed at work.

Dato offers another definition of stress which he calls the Law of Stress: ?This 

law states that stress is the difference between pressure of any kind and 

adaptability, or Stress=Pressure-[minus]Adaptability.This law clearly implies that 

stress = unadaptability? (2004: 12, original italics). I remember a client who 

refused point-blank to adapt to the departmental changes made by a new 

management team. She went off sick with stress but, more specifically and 

accurately, was depressed and angry about her traditional ways of working 

being swept aside: ?I love my job, but I definitely don?t like these new 

management ideas?. Despite being offered a generous financial package (the 

new team were eager to keep her), she refused to return to work until the old 

ways of working were reinstated. Clearly, this was a pipe dream. She never 

returned to that company and our sessions fizzled out to the accompaniment 

of her ceaseless lament ?why does everything always keep on changing?? My 

usual reply was that ?nothing is constant? and that this can be a hard but 

necessary truth to accept if one wants to remain employable.

Adaptability to changing circumstances is one of the strengths underpinning 

resilience that I discussed in Chapter 5, but adaptability has its ethical limits. 

I?m not recommending that you allow yourself to be exploited by your 

employer or tolerate a bullying boss in the name of adaptability. This would 

be adaptability to one?s own detriment.
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In this chapter and the two that follow, my clients? stories follow a similar 

pattern. Their difficulties are outlined with particular focus on where they?re 

stuck in their thinking and behaviour. Therapy or coaching helps them to 

widen their perspective so they can see other ways of dealing with their 

problems. The learning to be extracted from their struggles is encapsulated in 

each section heading.

There?s always more than one way of looking at a problem

A senior police officer I saw, Raymond, was very angry that his new boss was 

making his working life difficult and thereby interfering greatly with what he 

thought was going to be a pleasant winding-down process prior to retirement 

in a few years? time. He said he?d dealt with many difficult and sometimes very 

unpleasant situations in his career, but this present one didn?t appear to have 

a solution (retiring earlier was out of the question as he wanted to collect his 

full pension). However, he was determined to find one.

RAYMOND: I don?t want to fall at the last hurdle, so to speak, but why does 

he behave like that, finding fault with almost everything I do? I wouldn?t 

behave like that. What?s wrong with him? My wife gets fed up with me 

moaning about him. I feel stressed out having to deal with him every day.

MICHAEL: Well, we could speculate about his motives for behaving that 

way or explore some ideas on how to manage yourself better in your 

relationship with him. Which one might be more productive at this stage?

RAYMOND: I?m tempted to say let?s focus on him.

MICHAEL: Whose behaviour is within your control to change, yours or his?

RAYMOND: Well, obviously mine. Why does my behaviour need to change? 

I?m not the problem, he is.

MICHAEL: You?re the problem to some extent. Shall I explain? [Client 

nods.] People who are angry about others? behaviour are usually
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demanding that these others shouldn?t be the way they undoubtedly are. 

It?s like constructing an internal brick wall [tapping my forehead] which 

you keep on banging your head against every day ? ?He shouldn?t behave 

like that!? ? but without any corresponding change in your boss?s 

behaviour to show that your strategy is working. So you?ve got two 

problems for the price of one: his continuing difficult-to-deal-with 

behaviour and your anger about it.

RAYMOND: I probably have got my own brick wall but it sounds like you?re 

supporting his behaviour.

MICHAEL: I?m not doing that ? just pointing out, however unpalatable it 

might be to you, that his behaviour flows from his values and viewpoint, 

not yours. If he shared your viewpoint, then this problem presumably 

wouldn?t have arisen.

RAYMOND: So if I accept that point . . .

MICHAEL: Without having to like it.

RAYMOND: . . . and without having to like it, that he?s the way that he is, is 

my anger supposed to suddenly vanish?

MICHAEL: Not suddenly vanish, but you can achieve a significant 

reduction in your anger if you accept it?s your responsibility to deal with it; 

it?s not his responsibility to change his behaviour in order to reduce your 

anger. That?s where you?re stuck and if you keep on insisting that it?s his 

responsibility, not yours, you?ll probably wait all the way to retirement 

without any success. Can you imagine in what ways your life at work 

would be different if you dismantled this internal brick wall?

RAYMOND: Not really. I can?t see past the anger at the present time, but I 

want to.

MICHAEL: Maybe I?m jumping ahead here. As an experiment, see if you can
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stand back from your anger at times, notice it but don?t engage with it, and 

observe ? make notes if you wish ? any changes in yourself and in your 

relationship with him.

RAYMOND: What if nothing happens and I can?t stand back from it?

MICHAEL: Let?s see what happens, whatever the outcome. When you do an 

experiment, you don?t know in advance what the outcome will be.

RAYMOND: Okay, I?ve got nothing to lose but my anger. I?m sure if I tell my 

wife about my brick wall, she?ll agree with you.

MICHAEL: Your wife might have some good ideas you?re not listening to. 

Something else to consider is this: if you think your anger is justified 

because of his behaviour, he probably thinks his anger towards you is 

justified because of your behaviour.

RAYMOND: I hadn?t considered that. I?m sure he does as he finds fault with 

my work quite frequently. You know, I came to the session today thinking 

the focus would be on him yet it?s all about me. Interesting, but unsettling.

A rule of thumb in attempting to influence (not control) someone else?s 

behaviour is to manage yourself first:

The last thing you need after someone has done you an injustice is to do 

a greater injustice to yourself. Getting angrily upset over a frustration 

does not usually remove the frustration and always adds to your 

discomfort. In fact, most of the time the greatest distress comes not from 

what others do to us, but from what we let our upsets do.

(Hauck, 1980: 122)

Once Raymond accepted the idea that he made himself angry about his boss?s 

behaviour, then the way became clear for marked changes in his own 

behaviour. He now saw work as a laboratory, rather than as purgatory, where
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he could try out new beliefs and behaviours. One new response he 

experimented with, as advocated by Ellis (1977), was to be nice when his boss 

displayed what Raymond perceived as obnoxious behaviour:

RAYMOND: I thought you were crazy when you suggested it. He doesn?t 

know how to handle it. He?s baffled by my behaviour but he?s becoming 

much less obnoxious now. It?s as if he?s wilting in the face of my niceness 

and calmness though I still have days when the old angry impulses come 

flooding back but, thankfully, not for long. You know, I thought that 

fighting back would be asking him outside for a bout of fisticuffs [laughs].

MICHAEL: You?re fighting back in a low-key, non-violent but determined 

way. The important question to ask: is it working?

RAYMOND: It is, but I had to clear away the red mist before I could see the 

range of options that might be helpful to me in dealing with this problem. 

That range was wider than I ever thought. I still don?t like him, and I even 

feel sorry for him at times because he?s such a lousy manager, but now I 

feel that these last few years before I retire are controlled by me, not him, 

even though he?s my boss. That?s a most welcome change.

Stepping back from micromanagement and focusing on self-management

Francine was a new manager and wanted to make a good impression on her 

boss through demonstrating the efficiency of her team. Unfortunately, her 

view of team management meant micromanaging the tasks she delegated to 

them (i.e. controlling every aspect of an activity). Francine?s team felt resentful 

towards her micromanaging approach, believing that they ?couldn?t be trusted? 

to complete the tasks without constant scrutiny and that any initiative they 

might want to show was being stifled. Francine wanted to stop her 

micromanaging approach as she began to realize how demoralizing it was for 

them.
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However, she was worried about stepping back to let them get on with the 

delegated tasks but couldn?t put her finger on the core of her worry, so we 

used the downward arrow technique (Burns, 1999) to find out. This technique 

follows the logical implications of each revealed thought by asking variations 

on ?Let?s assume that?s true . . . then what?? questions. These questions help 

clients to dig deeper into their thinking in order to pinpoint the key 

underlying beliefs driving their worries.

To start her off, I asked Francine what was worrying in her mind if she stepped 

back from micromanaging her team (this is to orient her to look inwards for 

the source of her worry rather than outwards):

?They might get things wrong.?

 ? ?And if they do get things wrong, then what?? 

?Then I?ll have to sort it out.? 

? ?And if you have to sort it out?? 

?That will increase my own workload. I?ll fall behind with my own 

important work.? 

? ?If you do fall behind with your own important work, then what?? 

?Then my boss will see I can?t cope, I can?t run my department.? 

? ?And if he does think that, what does that mean about you?? 

?It means that I?m incompetent, no good, can?t manage properly. I 

shouldn?t have been promoted.?

The irony was that her micromanagement style was already causing her to 

fall behind with completing her own work and staying late at the office to try 

and catch up. Whether she stepped back or kept a tight rein on her team, she 

feared being exposed as incompetent. She felt trapped. This feeling of being 

trapped was actually a thought, not a genuine feeling (see distinctions 

between thoughts and feelings in Chapter 2), and therefore could be treated
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as a hypothesis (to be tested) instead of being viewed by her as a fact 

(unchangeable).

However, as I discussed in Chapter 5 in the section ?Problem-solving skills?, 

emotional difficulties can block you from implementing action plans. In 

Francine?s case, her worry was that she would be exposed as incompetent/no 

good because she was linking her performance to her self-worth (?I am my 

performance?). Performance is Francine?s observable workplace behaviour 

which will be assessed by her manager, it?s not an assessment of her worth as 

a person (it was in Francine?s mind). The first step was to decouple the self ? 

too complex to be given a single global rating ? from her performance which 

could be rated in order to improve it: ?I?m unrateable, but my current 

performance regarding my micromanagement style and falling behind with 

my own work can be rated as poor.? She could see the sense in this distinction 

as her fear of being viewed as incompetent was increasing her stress levels, 

thereby inhibiting clear, non-disturbed thinking about how to resolve this 

issue. With the focus switched from self to performance, she decided to step 

back from micromanagement and learn to tolerate the uncertainty of doing so 

by treating it as an experiment. These were the steps she took.

-  She announced to the team ? much to their relief ? a change in her 

management strategy. She wouldn?t be able to properly assess their skills 

and strengths if she was continually peering over their shoulders. Instead, 

she would hold regular reviews to monitor their progress with the 

delegated tasks.

-  She reminded herself that she?s still accountable for how the team 

performed with their delegated tasks ? there is no delegate and forget.

-  She did her best to refrain from taking over a task when a team member 

ran into trouble with it. In Chapter 1, I discussed the difference between 
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action tendencies (i.e. how you may or may not act in a specific situation) 

and clear or completed actions (i.e. what you actually did in that situation. 

The powerful pull of her action tendencies meant Francine wanted to say 

?I?ll do it for you?, but she held herself in check and instead asked the 

person questions to stimulate his problem-solving abilities because she 

kept in mind that her longer-term goal was to improve the performance of 

the team, both individually and collectively.

I found that part really hard as I wanted to snatch the tasks from 

them when they ran into trouble as I had these horrible images of 

them making ghastly mistakes which would put me in a bad light. 

But I?m glad I persisted in putting it back to them. 

(Francine)

-  Through delegation, she could make a more accurate assessment 

regarding which team member(s) could take over her duties when she was 

on holiday or ill and likely candidates for promotion.

By carrying out these actions, she was able to get on with her own important 

tasks, complete most of them within her deadlines, leave the office at a 

reasonable time and was now managing an empowered team rather than a 

disgruntled one. With hindsight, she said it was clear that being trapped was a 

state of mind. Looking at a worrying situation from an unfamiliar perspective 

? focusing on her performance, not herself, and taking risks to find new ways 

of working ? now gave real meaning to what she?d previously dismissed as a 

cliché when uttered by some of her colleagues; namely, that obstacles you 

encounter can be transformed into opportunities for learning and 

self-development. ?I?m going to do my best not to forget that lesson the next 

time I?m stumped over what to do with a particular issue,? she concluded.
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The perils of trying to be perfect

Louise was a deputy head teacher in a primary school and worked so hard to 

please everyone that she was exhausted at the weekends and ill during the 

school holidays, ?I seem to save up all my illnesses and then collapse in the 

holidays?. She said that she put everything into doing her job. What was 

driving her so hard? She described herself as a perfectionist: always striving 

to achieve very high standards in order to avoid being criticized, disliked or 

rejected for poor performance, ?I start worrying about failing on the next task 

before I?ve completed the present one?. If she didn?t put a foot wrong, then she 

would be liked. She constantly worried that she may have said or done 

something wrong to upset someone. She spent a lot of her worrying time 

?living? in the minds of her colleagues, wondering if she was fulfil l ing what 

she perceived as their expectations of her. In order to try and keep these 

expectations favourable, she would take on tasks that really belonged to the 

other teachers, including the head, which then ate considerably into her own 

time. This often meant that Louise would do without coffee breaks and/or 

have much-shortened lunch breaks, and fall behind with her own work.

I asked her what beliefs lay at the core of her anxious striving: ?That I?m not 

good enough. I?ve thought that for a long time.? She gave the following 

evidence for this belief:

-  her parents had high expectations of her which she believed she hadn?t 

lived up to but couldn?t recall them being overly critical towards her;

-  she didn?t excel at school;

-  she got a ?poor degree? instead of the first she demanded of herself; and

-  she attributed her position as deputy head to luck, not competence. For 

these and other reasons, she saw herself as a fraud.

However, if she could achieve her exceptionally high standards, then this
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would give her respite from self-criticism until the whole cycle started again 

the next day. When she fell below these standards this confirmed in her mind 

that she was indeed a fraud but somehow was ?getting away with it? (her 

colleagues hadn?t yet noticed she was deceiving them). No wonder she was 

depressed, demoralized and exhausted. Knaus suggests that the perfectionist?s 

philosophy is: ?I must be what I think I should be, or I?m nothing at all? (2002: 

52). This is rigid and extreme thinking: rigid ? ?must be?, no other options are 

to be considered; extreme ? ?I?m nothing?, a throwaway self.

You might think that with all these problems, particularly their long history, 

Louise would need long-term therapy to sort them out, rather than me 

encouraging her to develop a resilient outlook as a means of problem solving. 

As Maddi and Khoshaba point out:

As long as you can use life experiences to grow, psychologically 

and socially, you can learn to be resilient as an adult. Resist falling 

into the trap of thinking that once you reach adulthood, you are 

what you are, and nothing will change that. Hardiness research . . . 

indicates that adolescents and adults can learn to be resilient. 

(2005: 43)

Once she agreed that I understood her problems, Louise wanted to design a 

change programme as soon as possible. We identified the strengths she could 

use to help her change; namely, her diligence, persistence in the face of 

difficulties, love of learning and her approach to our sessions (?I don?t want to 

waste my time and money coming to see you if all I?m going to do is moan 

and complain about everything?). This last comment was good news. As many 

writers have remarked, a problem can?t be solved from the same thinking that 

caused it. In other words, the focus is on developing problem-solving thinking 

instead of dwelling on problem-perpetuating thinking.
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The key change strategy was developing new performance standards that 

were not linked to self-worth: assess only the performance, not oneself based 

on the performance. Her new standards were high but not unrealistically high. 

Compassion for herself was sadly lacking but she began to warm to the idea 

of accepting herself as a fallible (imperfect) human being who could be 

understanding and forgiving, instead of condemning, when she sometimes fell 

below her new standards or was disliked by others. She started being flexible 

in terms of how much time and effort a particular task required in relation to 

its importance: ?I used to think they were all equally important and therefore 

all had to be done equally well?. Her new, evolving outlook was summarized as 

?aim high, but be flexible and compassionate as well?.

She was a quick learner and willing to engage in experiments to test her new 

outlook. She carried out every experiment nervously, expecting the worst each 

time (experiencing considerable discomfort doesn?t have to prevent you from 

moving towards your goals). For example, instead of obsessively going 

through reports she?d written to remove mistakes of any kind in order to 

forestall later criticism if one was discovered, she sent them out after a 

reasonable check within an agreed period. No criticisms were made, but if 

there had been she would remind herself to focus on the error, not herself. On 

another occasion, while chairing a meeting, she politely interrupted a verbose 

colleague to remind her to keep to the agenda and ?the world didn?t come to 

an end?; her colleague merely nodded and complied with her request. 

Probably the most nervewracking of the experiments was saying no when her 

colleagues and/or the head tried to push work on to her that belonged to 

them. This could lead to Louise being disliked or rejected, though she couldn?t 

think of one person in her life, past or present, who had reacted in this way. 

She seemed the kind of person who wouldn?t arouse in others strong negative 

feelings towards her.
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When she started pushing back the tasks to others, there was no revolt from 

her colleagues apart from one or two prickly comments from a particular 

teacher. Clawing back time for herself meant having regular coffee and dinner 

breaks and taking home much less work, which then gave her more 

opportunities for engaging in pleasurable pursuits. When we discussed the 

results of the experiments, she was continually amazed, ?Nothing much 

happens. No one really comments on my new behaviour or is hostile to me. 

It?s rather an anticlimax, something of a mystery.? I suggested that a possible 

answer to this mystery might be that the other teachers had their own 

concerns to think about rather than being preoccupied with changes in 

Louise?s behaviour. She may have lived too much in their minds but this didn?t 

mean they wanted to live in hers. Or they preferred to avoid interpersonal 

conflict. Whatever the reason, the important point was that the pushback 

strategy was working.

We had eight sessions over a three-month period. At the end of therapy, she 

felt she?d developed ?more of a resilient spirit? but was still prone to worrying 

too much at times about not achieving her standards or being disliked by 

others. If she wanted to maintain and strengthen her gains from therapy, then 

she would need to act as her own lifelong therapist or coach. Like many of my 

clients and some I?ve already mentioned in this book, she wondered why she 

hadn?t instituted these changes earlier in her life. The reason is 

straightforward, not complex: because she didn?t have the mindset or 

know-how then, unlike now, to achieve these changes.

Embrace discomfort as part of the change process

In this age of flexible working, one or two days a week working from home 

seems advantageous: no tedious commuting which can make you feel drained 

before you start work plus the commuting time saved; you can create your
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own comfortable space where you can really concentrate and think creatively 

? a blissful separation from the distractions, noise and interruptions of office 

life. That?s the theory, but what can happen in practice is that you start 

procrastinating so that the tasks you planned to do don?t get started or, if 

started, not completed.

Procrastination can be described as putting off until later (often an indefinite 

later) what our better judgement tells us ought to be done now, thereby 

incurring unwanted consequences through such dilatory behaviour. The 

putting off occurs because you?re seeking more interesting or pleasurable 

activities to engage in, rather than experiencing now the unpleasant feelings 

associated with doing the avoided tasks ? procrastination is really emotional 

avoidance.

It?s important to distinguish between procrastination and planned delay 

where, in the latter case, there are legitimate reasons for postponing action 

such as collecting more information before making a significant decision 

(although this postponement can turn into procrastination if you?re worried 

about making the wrong decision). Also, it would be incorrect to dismiss 

procrastination as mere laziness because the latter behaviour is based on an 

unwillingness to exert yourself, while the former behaviour frequently 

involves you doing other things, keeping busy, in order to avoid getting on 

with the priority tasks that require action now.

In helping clients with their procrastination, I make an early start in 

identifying the current psychological and emotional factors maintaining their 

delaying behaviour and devising action plans to address these factors. 

Spending too much time talking about the causes (e.g. the task is boring) and 

consequences (e.g. guilt for not doing it) of their procrastination is likely to 

prolong it in therapy or coaching.
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Rob had his own publishing company. He had a youthful team who he liked to 

?spark off? to keep his energy levels high and stimulate new ideas. He said it 

?was fun to go to work, there?s a real buzz about the place?. Rob decided he 

would like to work from home one afternoon a week to give some ?quality 

attention? to an important project he was working on. Unfortunately, alone at 

home he felt the ?solitude oppressing me, draining my energy and I didn?t get 

any work done?. What work he did do was to make frequent cups of coffee, 

pace round the house, smoke more than he wanted to, look out of the window 

a lot, browse the Internet, stare at his phone hoping for calls or texts, and 

obsessively check his emails. He was alarmed by how low his mood sank 

during the afternoon, only rising when his wife came home. He tried several 

more times in the following weeks to start the project at home, but each time 

his attempt ended in failure.

What was going wrong? Rob was keen to find out in coaching and correct it. 

He was an extrovert, so he obviously liked being with people, was frequently 

the centre of attention, and enjoyed the warmth and laughter that came from 

these interactions. He wanted fun and excitement, being on the move, 

something always happening around him. Spending time alone, shut off from 

his usual sources of stimulation, he found he had little inner-directed 

motivation to get on with his work and felt overwhelmed with the emotional 

and physical discomfort of trying to do so ? hence his procrastination. To 

make matters worse from Rob?s viewpoint, he now realized that even at work 

he would not stay for long in his office, often prowling around the building to 

see what was going on. If he did force himself to concentrate for a long 

period, he was hoping, sometimes desperately, to be interrupted so he could 

start ?buzzing again?, as he called it. Consequently, his attention was frequently 

wandering away from the task at hand.
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I pointed out to Rob that the more attributes he had, the more adaptable 

across a wider range of situations he would be. Different aspects of himself 

can be emphasized in different situations depending on what?s required of 

him ? increasing his list of attributes depends on how willing he is to develop 

them. For example, I?m outgoing when I?m running training courses but seek 

solitude to write this book; I couldn?t write it if I craved company all the time 

and I would be a poor trainer if I kept squirming while in the spotlight. Being 

sociable and seeking solitude, depending on the circumstances, are what 

Siebert calls counterbalanced qualities: ?The more [counterbalanced] pairs of 

traits you have [e.g. quiet and talkative, adventurous and cautious, friendly 

and distant, rebellious and compliant], the more you have the mental and 

emotional flexibility essential for resiliency? (2005: 130). You don?t have to be 

only one way, I concluded.

Rob listened to my brief lecture, could see the sense in what I was saying and 

said he was ?up for it? in wanting to be more inner-directed when required. 

The icing on the cake for him was research showing that introverts are more 

task-oriented than extroverts (Persaud, 2005). ?If solitude is an important key 

to creativity then we might all want to develop a taste for it? (Cain, 2012: 75). 

So, if he developed his introvert side there was a very good chance that he 

would be able to start and finish his important project in the quiet of his own 

home and perhaps surprise himself by discovering that solitude is conducive 

to creativity.

The first step was to give himself a daily dose of discomfort by spending time 

alone at home (his wife made herself scarce during these periods) and letting 

himself experience the physical and psychological agitation that followed 

being deprived of others? company. He could read, paint, listen to music or just 

sit there and think.
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He monitored his discomfort level to see how quickly or slowly it dropped 

from high to low. As he became used to his own company and learned to 

tolerate the discomfort of solitude, his discomfort level not only dropped 

more quickly but also didn?t rise as high as on previous occasions: ?I was 

surprised. The anticipation was worse than the actual doing of it.? 

Remembering our discussions, he reminded himself that he was immersing 

himself in productive discomfort to help him achieve his goal, as opposed to 

the unproductive discomfort involved in procrastination (e.g. feeling bad for 

not starting his project and wasting time). After a couple of weeks of 

preparing himself, he started on his project still feeling moderately 

uncomfortable but nevertheless persisted. Taking one afternoon out of the 

office each week for a month, he finished the project. He was extremely 

pleased with the results.

What had he learnt? He said that what appeared intolerable eventually 

became tolerable and then enjoyable. He was beginning to appreciate the 

benefits of his own company, ?I can relax and laugh with myself. Solitude can 

be liberating; it doesn?t have to be oppressive.? He liked the flexibility of 

moving between his extrovert and introvert sides when circumstances 

dictated. At work, he still prowled round the building chatting to his staff but 

when he secluded himself in his office to work, he really meant it now and 

stayed put, instructing his staff not to interrupt him unless it was urgent. If 

you want to develop resilience, then don?t dodge experiencing discomfort:

People with high frustration tolerance are going to experience 

less stress, accomplish more, and feel better about themselves. 

Facing up to your frustrations, building tolerance for them, and 

acting to solve your problems associated with these feelings is a 

prime way to take charge of the way you?d prefer your life to go.

 (Knaus, 2002: 46)
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You don?t have to be motivated to undertake boring tasks

?I can?t get motivated unless I?m under pressure.? This is another example of 

procrastination based on intolerance of discomfort. This can be called 

eleventh-hour procrastination; you can only get motivated to do the task at 

the last minute. You have a low threshold for boredom which prevents you 

from starting these uninteresting tasks earlier. You like the drama and 

adrenaline rush of living on the edge ? cutting it fine and coming through. 

You believe that this confers on you a heroic image that makes you special, a 

cut above those around you who attempt to get on with their mundane tasks 

in a timely fashion. But as Sapadin and Maguire point out:

In addition to weathering last-minute crises, they [crisis-making 

procrastinators] are also responsible for creating those crises. 

Given this fact, how much pride can they genuinely take ? and 

how much real satisfaction can they experience ? in getting out of 

messes they themselves helped to cause? 

(1996: 171, original italics)

Your behaviour might be applauded or envied by some friends and colleagues, 

?How does he do it? I?d be worried about leaving things so late before I got 

stuck into them.? And you often do deliver good work (but overlooking the 

times when you don?t), despite the crisis atmosphere you?ve created around 

yourself and which might be inflicted on others such as work colleagues or 

family members. After the task is finished, you?re likely to feel exhausted 

having worked at warp speed to complete it, warped and wasted so to speak. 

If the quality of your work does get criticized, you have the ready-made 

excuse of ?well it was done at the last minute and I could have done a better 

job if there had been more time?, which also helps to lessen the impact of any 

self-criticism you may engage in. A person who leaves things to the eleventh  
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hour may be surprised to hear that he does, in fact, procrastinate, ?How can I if 

I get the job done? Procrastinators don?t get on with it, I do.?

Jim liked to use phrases such as ?coming in on a wing and a prayer? and 

?slipping in under the wire? to indicate his prowess at getting projects in on 

time using minimal time to complete them, though he tended to conveniently 

forget his colleagues? frustrations that his tardiness was interfering with the 

completion of their own work. When he worked from home, he could only get 

going late at night ? his day was filled with doing more pleasurable things ? 

and often worked through the night, sometimes disrupting his family?s sleep. 

The next day he would go to work tired but triumphant with a 

self-congratulatory ?done it again?. However, Jim was aware that he wasn?t 

always happy with his approach to task completion.

JIM: Though I like the rush when I?m coming up to the wire, there is a lot 

of strain and tiredness in doing what I do. I sort of get into a boom and 

bust way of operating.

MICHAEL: Would you teach your children to work in that way?

JIM: No. I want them to approach things in a steady, methodical way. Start 

their homework earlier. Definitely not to leave it just before bedtime or 

just before they go to school.

MICHAEL: What stops you from starting your work earlier?

JIM: I?ve tried but I get so awfully bored. I?m not in the mood, I don?t feel 

motivated. How are you supposed to work on something if you?re not 

motivated?

MICHAEL: Have you considered the possibility that you don?t have to be 

motivated to start and continue working, that motivation may come later, 

but you won?t find that out until you try it?

JIM: What if the motivation doesn?t come despite keeping on with it?

MICHAEL: What do you say to your children when they complain about
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having to do their boring homework when they don?t want to do it?

JIM: [sheepishly] Well, you?ve just got to get on with it. Okay, I can see 

where this is leading.

MICHAEL: [tapping my forehead] Do you know what your belief is that 

stops you from tolerating the boredom of starting your work much earlier 

in an unmotivated state?

JIM: Well, I said I get bored.

MICHAEL: You can be bored but still continue to work on a task.

JIM: [musing] Why should I do something I don?t want to do? I don?t want 

to do it and I don?t! I get on with something more interesting [laughing]. I 

sound like a spoilt child. Alright, I know deep down I do want to do 

something about it. That?s why I?ve come to see you.

MICHAEL: Good. You know, as well as your aversion to boredom, your 

boom and bust approach severely restricts the range of options you could 

give yourself in approaching your work.

JIM: What do you mean?

MICHAEL: For example, starting tasks, particularly the important ones, 

much earlier gives you that steady and methodical way of working that 

you say you want for your children. Starting earlier gives you more time to 

review your work in order to improve it and spot errors. At present, you 

give yourself precious little time, if any, to review it. And you don?t give 

yourself the chance to raise your frustration tolerance level so that you 

can work while feeling bored and uncomfortable; instead, you flee from 

boredom and discomfort. You believe you can only work when the 

pressure really starts to build which deprives you of the choice of starting 

and finishing earlier so you can approach the deadline in a relaxed, rather 

than a frantic, state. That?s what I mean by restricting your options.

JIM: Okay, I?m convinced, but I?m not happy about starting earlier.
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MICHAEL: You don?t have to be happy about it but is it in your longer term 

interests to do it?

JIM: I guess it is.

The image of approaching a deadline in a relaxed state reminds me of a story 

told by a leading cognitive behavioural therapist, the late Albert Ellis, who 

said that when he was studying at university he would start his essays as 

soon as he got them. He noticed, to his delight, that the books he needed to 

use for them would be there on the library shelves. Once he finished the 

essays, he could take it relatively easy for the rest of the term. Most of the 

other students preferred to enjoy themselves rather than knuckle down 

immediately and so put off tackling their essays until the deadlines loomed. 

By this point, there would be fierce competition for the books and much 

frustration for those who couldn?t get their hands on them, thereby igniting 

fears that they would receive lower marks for their essays.

Jim forced himself into beginning uninteresting tasks much earlier and 

working on them in a steady way. This was a very unnatural state for Jim to 

experience and he complained that ?this isn?t me?. This apparent loss of 

identity can interfere with the process of change. Giving up familiar but 

self-defeating thoughts, feelings and behaviours can feel strange or unnatural 

as you work towards acquiring a more productive problemsolving outlook. 

This dissonant state created by the tension between old and new ways of 

doing things can lead you to give up trying to change in order to feel natural 

again. If you persist in tolerating this dissonant state, you?re likely to see the 

new emerging changes as more familiar now and some of the old behaviours 

as somewhat strange and, consequently, they have less of a hold on you.

Jim thought he was turning into a boring person because he was doing boring 

tasks in a boringly unfamiliar not ?in-the-nick-of-time? way. How boring was 
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that? Doing boring tasks doesn?t make you a boring person, no matter how 

strongly you believe it. Jim said he would try to stop defining himself as 

boring, and persist with tolerating his dissonant state. Creativity can be 

injected into boring tasks, a playfulness to lighten your mood. Jim liked the 

sound of that. He enjoyed going to fancy dress parties, so he decided to dress 

up as someone famous (e.g. Abraham Lincoln or Groucho Marx) when he was 

working on a project at home. This gave him the stimulus to get going. He 

eventually phased out dressing up when he could get up steam without it, but 

kept this playfulness in reserve just in case it might be needed when a 

particular piece of work seemed ?just too dreary? to start.

There remained the issue of Jim?s pursuit of the adrenaline rush. This pursuit 

had self-defeating consequences when applied to his work, so he sought 

activities such as parachuting to give him this excitement without the 

accompanying crises he usually experienced ?living on the edge? (Sapadin and 

Maguire, 1996). The overall quality of his work improved, a calmer atmosphere 

prevailed at home and he made himself more of a team player at work.

Being business focused, not self-focused

Sonya had her own small marketing company advising businesses how best to 

promote their products and services. When she failed to secure a contract 

after giving a presentation to a particular business, she tried to shrug it off: 

?Win some, lose some. Just move on. It?s no failure to experience failure. 

Successful companies have had their share of failure.? Her mantras didn?t help 

her to cope with failure because she didn?t believe the philosophy 

underpinning them. Even though she won more contracts than she lost, she 

was unable to shrug off the loss of a contract because, as she said 

emphatically, ?They didn?t want ME!? This is another example (and a recurring 

theme throughout this book) of linking performance to self-worth.
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Performance is an aspect of your behaviour which you?re usually judged on, 

not a judgement of your worth as a human being. Sonya knew she was doing 

this but didn?t know how to stop herself. She put her worth on the line every 

time she tried to secure a contract; she said it was like facing a row of judges 

and she had to get their approval. A ?thumbs up or down? would determine, in 

her mind, whether she would return to her office or home in a good or bad 

mood. (If her mood was bad she would complain all evening to her husband 

about how unfair it was. Her sleep would be troubled.)

She shuddered at the prospect of doing any cold calling (making unsolicited 

phone calls to businesses to promote her services) because she would turn it 

into a hot (emotionally charged) issue if they weren?t interested, ?And anyway, 

it?s Sandra?s [an employee] job to do the cold calling. I?ve got more important 

things to do.? Also, when she spoke about feeling ?gutted? after failing to secure 

a contract, she emphasized how hard she?d worked on the presentation as if 

she was entitled to win it simply because of that fact alone, ?If you work hard, 

then you should be rewarded for it?. She admitted she was an all-or-nothing 

thinker on many issues which produced quite marked variations in her mood. 

She wanted to be more balanced in her thinking, stand on the centre ground, 

?I know that?s where stability lies, but how do you get there??

She discussed her upbringing as fraught. She said her mother was always 

playing her off against her older sister to see who would win her approval. 

She described her first marriage as ?ghastly? ? ?No matter what I did for him it 

wasn?t good enough?. Up until her early thirties, she said her life had been 

difficult to cope with until she remarried and found happiness for the first 

time. This gave her the confidence to start her own business after working for 

a few marketing firms. She said her goals were twofold: to build her business 

by securing contracts with larger companies (business goal); and in therapy
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To get rid of all this soppy poor me stuff. I was watching Dragons? 

Den [BBC programme] the other night and when the dragons 

[leading entrepreneurs] turned down this woman?s business idea, 

she started to cry. I thought that could have been me. I didn?t feel 

sorry for her though. I said to my husband ?she should pull herself 

together and not take it so personally?. 

(Sonya)

We looked at several areas related to Sonya?s ?soppy poor me stuff? to help her 

develop greater psychological robustness.

1. Making her self-worth conditional on whether she secured the contract

Sonya linked getting the contract to the approval she had sought throughout 

her life. So she was seeking two contracts: one explicit, based on increasing 

her business; the other implicit, based on gaining approval to validate her 

self-worth. I explained the importance of distinguishing between not rating 

yourself and only rating aspects of yourself. She found this explanation 

difficult to understand (many clients do) and wanted a visual way of 

understanding the concept. I produced a packet of peanuts (this technique is 

adapted from Wessler and Wessler, 1980).

MICHAEL: This packet contains peanuts that taste great, horrible and just 

okay. Is the packet great, horrible or just okay based on its contents?

SONYA: It?s just a packet.

MICHAEL: Okay. Just say all the peanuts are horrible. Would that make the 

packet horrible?

SONYA: No, still just a packet.

MICHAEL: If the peanuts were all great, would that make the packet great?

SONYA: It?s still just a packet. I sound like a parrot.

MICHAEL: What about if I tipped out the peanuts and replaced them with
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diamonds, pebbles and bits of chocolate? What would you say now?

SONYA: Wonderful. Give me the packet!

MICHAEL: Does the wonderful refer to the packet or its contents?

SONYA: The contents, just the diamonds, and before you ask me, it?s not a 

wonderful packet, just a packet.

The crucial point is to focus on the content of the packet (aspects of the self ), 

not on the packet (self ). Some of these aspects change over time (replacing 

the peanuts with diamonds, pebbles and chocolate), so it?s pointless to think 

that a single global label (e.g. ?I?m a failure?) can define for ever the 

complexity and changeability of a person. She could see the sense in this 

concept and would keep a packet of peanuts on her desk at work to remind 

her of this crucial separation to make in evaluating what happens to her in 

life, ?I don?t want it anymore to be about the self-pitying ME?. Making your 

self-worth unconditional can be very hard to absorb into your outlook, but 

worth striving to do as you?re less likely to allow yourself to be sidetracked 

into self-condemnation when things go wrong and, instead, you focus your 

energies on trying to put things right or accepting what cannot be changed.

2. Tackling her sense of entitlement

Sonya believed that she should get the contract not only because of the effort 

she put into preparing and giving the presentation, but also because she was 

entitled to it as compensation for her hard life. Would she say this to the 

executives she stood before? ?Of course not. I know it?s ridiculous.? They would 

be interested in only what she could do for their business and would not want 

to waste their time listening to her sob stories. She realized she was playing 

the role of a victim and wanted to change this outlook, ?How do I want to be 

in my business dealings three or six months from now, if not sooner?? For 

Sonya, her strategic thinking meant removing all surplus meaning 
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(i.e. thinking like a victim) from contract negotiations or presentations and 

focusing only on what she needed to do to make the best business case for 

her company to be chosen and accepting, without self-condemnation, when it 

wasn?t.

3. Marked variations in her mood

These moods were related to her conditional self-acceptance. Assumptions 

are often stated in an ?If . . . then? form: a condition is stated (if ) from which a 

conclusion is drawn (then); for example, ?If I do whatever you want, then you?ll 

love me?. If the condition isn?t met, you?re likely to experience powerful 

negative emotions (Fennell, 2016). In Sonya?s case, ?If I get the contract, [then] 

this means I?m a worthwhile person? (excited and relieved), and ?If I don?t get 

the contract, [then] this means I?m no good? (depressed and angry). Using the 

strategies previously discussed in items 1 and 2, she was able to achieve 

much longer periods of mood stability through developing balanced thinking 

? the middle ground where she wanted to get to.

4. Learning from failure

Sonya had really wanted to believe this but couldn?t see the learning until she 

stopped personalizing failure; ?If you fail at something, then you?re a failure as 

a person?. Kottler (2001) suggests that failure can benefit us by

a) promoting reflection on what you?re doing and how you could do it better;

b) stimulating change by prompting you to discover new problemsolving 

approaches;

c) providing feedback on what went wrong;

d) encouraging flexibility to think beyond your current ways of doing things;

e) improving your frustration tolerance for dealing with situations that don?t 

turn out the way you expected;
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f ) teaching humility about the limitations of your knowledge and abilities, 

pricking the bubble of arrogant self-assurance.

Sonya wanted to ?step up? her business (i.e. secure contracts with larger 

companies). She eventually gained her first opportunity to make a 

presentation to a larger company. She didn?t get the contract but was offered 

excellent feedback on her presentation. Her lack of experience in working 

with larger companies was the telling factor. She was both disappointed and 

excited by what had happened, ?Obviously I wanted to get it, but I didn?t get 

into that failure and victim nonsense routine. I saw it as strictly business, I 

really did. I?m so pleased with how I responded. I?m going to persist with 

trying to step up.?

Impression management frequently leaves the wrong impression

Barton was a senior sales manager in an international company and said the 

issue for coaching was ?being gripped by granularity?; that is, getting bogged 

down in seemingly endless levels of detail. He said he just needed to develop 

some clearer thinking and make a few behavioural adjustments and the issue 

would be resolved. He gave no indication there were any emotional 

undercurrents to address (not an unusual initial presentation in coaching).

However, in investigating the reasons why he got bogged down, it quickly 

became evident that his rigid workplace rule was causing him concern: ?I have 

to stay on top of everything by having all the answers in order to avoid being 

exposed as incompetent?. His concomitant behavioural strategy was to ensure 

that he made a good impression on everyone by attempting to orchestrate the 

flow of the conversation to questions he could answer (he admitted he 

couldn?t have all the answers).
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This strategy of impression management often backfired:

-  He sometimes lost track of the conversation he was trying to 

orchestrate, making it appear to others that he wasn?t listening.

-  He only left a minute or two for ?quick questions? at the end of team 

meetings. If he wasn?t sure of his reply, he would say he had to rush off to 

another meeting and would give a full reply at the next team meeting (his 

insecurities were no secret to his team).

-  He kept avoiding making introductory video calls to newly appointed 

senior managers in various parts of the world, in case some of them asked 

?difficult off-the-cuff questions which will catch me out and I won?t create 

a good impression?. Barton?s manager was becoming impatient with his 

excuses for not getting on with the calls.

He freely admitted his strategy wasn?t working, yet kept using it as if 

tomorrow would finally bring forth the results he was hoping for.

In reviewing his workplace history, he?d always secured good performance 

appraisals but somewhere along the line ? he wasn?t sure why or how it 

happened ? he became convinced that he could control others? perceptions of 

him if he had all the answers (as if they wouldn?t be able to make up their 

own minds about him). Despite this conviction, he agreed over the next few 

months to reduce, with a view to stopping, his control and avoidance 

behaviours (as discussed in the previous list).

For example, he started making the video calls; he gave more time for 

questions at team meetings and admitted when he didn?t know the answer; 

he stopped competing with the specialists in his team by trying to show he 

knew as much as they did; he allowed his ideas to be challenged rather than 

stifling dissent; and he took the courageous step of explaining to his team the 

reasons for these changes in his behaviour. I asked him if he was using these 
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as more impression management. He was embarrassed that I?d read his mind: 

he was hoping that by admitting and working on his vulnerabilities in order 

to improve his performance, he would be seen as a role model by other 

managers.

Nonetheless his performance did improve. Some months later he sent me an 

email saying he was spending much more time shaping his own mind 

towards greater workplace efficiency and less time trying to shape others? 

minds towards having a favourable impression of him, ?though the pull to do 

it is still there unfortunately?.

Don?t use a vocabulary of catastrophe to make a difficult situation worse than 

it actually is

Attending an interview can be a sleep-depriving, stomach-shrinking, 

nerve-shredding experience if you see yourself drying up, talking gibberish, 

asking idiotic questions, freezing, running out of the room, shaking 

uncontrollably and a host of other imagined ?horrors? ? in other words, making 

a complete fool of yourself. I use inverted commas to indicate that these 

horrors are self-created rather than objectively reflecting the circumstances 

you face.

Myra?s interview fear was freezing and she used a vocabulary of catastrophe 

to describe it: ?Oh my God . . . it?s terrible . . . nothing could be worse . . . I?ll 

crumble in front of them?. Myra believed that it was the interview itself that 

made her freeze, rather than anything she might be doing or thinking. She 

had experienced episodes of freezing but was usually nudged out of them by 

the interviewer asking, ?Are you alright?? She had been doing deep relaxation 

exercises,  learning abdominal breathing to counteract her rapid and shallow 

breathing when feeling tense, and practising interview techniques in 
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simulated interview situations; for example, sitting upright, making eye 

contact, not giving waffling replies to questions and seeking clarification 

when she didn?t understand something.

All these procedures were designed to reduce her high anxiety levels, which 

she hoped would stop her freezing. What she hadn?t been doing was targeting 

for change the catastrophic thoughts and images that turned a difficult, but 

not dangerous, experience into a perceived nightmare.

Myra?s belief that ?interviews make me freeze? is an example of what I 

described in Chapter 2 as A? C thinking (i.e. it?s situations that make you react 

in the way that you do), and contrasted this with B? C thinking (i.e. that your 

thinking largely determines how you react to situations). To orient her to B? C 

thinking, and with her agreement, I suggested the nickname ?Myra the 

Magnifier? to show her how, through her use of language, she was adding 

psychological disturbance to her difficulties (e.g. ?It?s unbearable to feel like 

this at interviews?). She used similar language in other unwanted situations 

such as being stuck in traffic jams or long queues in shops.

I encouraged her to do an imagery exercise twice daily for several weeks 

where she imagined herself beginning to freeze in an interview (she would 

get very tense while doing this). I told her to then talk to herself in a 

moderate and calming way, and to imagine asking the interview panel for a 

few moments to compose herself in order to take the ?horror? out of the 

situation. This enabled her to see herself unfreeze and continue the interview. 

Doing imagery exercises where the freezing doesn?t occur would be avoiding 

the very fear she needed to face. Regular exposure to this initially frightening 

situation helped her to see that she could manage herself effectively in an 

interview. Through regular practise, some clients are able to make themselves 

bored with their self-created horrors and give them up.
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At the next interview, Myra said she was ?tense and uptight? but guided herself 

reasonably well through it: ?There were moments when I felt the freezing up 

beginning but the imagery practise helped me not to get catastrophic about 

it?, She didn?t get the job but ?was pleased with the outcome anyway?.

Resilience at work

Whatever the challenges you face in the workplace, it?s important to find an 

inner stability that helps you not to feel overwhelmed or overly stressed by 

them. When I worked in the NHS there was always some change afoot, and I 

found it helpful not to allow myself to get sucked into all the rumours and 

gossip circulating around the department. Instead, I took the approach of 

waiting for changes to be formally announced and then deciding how best to 

absorb them into my daily work routine. Dwelling on the rumours added 

nothing helpful to my work.

If your attention is usually looking outwards, it can be easy to blame others or 

events for your stress and thereby not consider the contribution that you?re 

making to it. Looking inwards helps you to locate the attitudes that interfere 

with your ability to adapt to changing circumstances. Change will be imposed 

upon you whether you welcome it or not, and encountering difficulties in your 

career is unavoidable, but you retain the choice of how you respond to these 

events. In the next chapter, I look at how a resilient mindset can be used in 

relationships.
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Resilience is built over time, by continuously reflecting and then more consciously 

acting

One of the fundamental assumptions that I am making in this book is that 

you believe that you can become more resilient. Research shows us that you 

will much better deal with pressure and stress at work (and out of work) as a 

result. I have presumed that you think in one of these ways:

- You truly believe that you already have the resources (physically, 

emotionally and spiritually) to deal with pressure and want to learn how 

to be more conscious about using them.

- You want to learn about building the resources (physically, emotionally 

and spiritually) to deal with pressure, and more consciously use what you 

learn to build your resilience.

So, let?s check my assumptions before we go any further. To help us, we?ll 

consider the decades of research by Stanford University psychologist, Carol 

Dweck, who invites us to consider whether we have a predominantly fixed 

mindset or growth mindset.

?I am not resilient?

Is this A FACT set in stone or your starting point?

In the former, Fixed mindset, we have a belief that intelligence or talent is 

static. With this mindset, our desire is to look smart, and we tend to avoid 

challenges, give up easily, see effort as fruitless, ignore criticism and feel 

threatened by the development of others. We will believe that the levels 

of resilience we have right now are all that we are capable of.

In the latter, Growth mindset; we have a belief that intelligence or talent can 

be developed. With this mindset, our desire is to learn and therefore we
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embrace challenge, persist in the face of setbacks, view effort as part of 

the journey to proficiency, learn from criticism and find inspiration in the 

success of others. You know that effort is going to result in personal 

growth and your thinking is likely to be more along the lines of?I am not 

resilient yet?.

As you might suspect, a growth mindset is preferable for creating the 

conditions where you believe that you can influence and develop your 

resilience capabilities. This mindset has also been found to be the more 

resilient of the two, so not only will you believe in your capability to develop 

resilience; you will also already be more resilient because you?ll be constantly 

looking for learning moments. Double High Five!

Dweck?s research found that we can all dive deeply into both mindsets under 

the right conditions, because it depends on how our brain interprets what is 

going on around us. However, recognising that we are moving (or have moved) 

into the more unhelpful fixed mindset can be helpful so that we can decide if 

we are OK with our decision to quit, or avoid or give up.

In the world of career objectives, our growth mindset strategies might rely on 

seeking and receiving regular feedback about our performance, demonstrating 

our capability (doing a good job rather than an OK job) and overcoming 

unexpected challenges by problem solving.

Technically, if we all embraced a growth mindset 100% of the time, we should 

confidently declare that we love getting feedback at work, we are totally 

comfortable with not performing perfectly in our job (because it?s an 

opportunity to grow of course) and we would embrace any obstacles to career 

success as learning events ? which of course is bullshit.

The growth mindset elephant

It would also be naive to think that we have a growth mindset in every 
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circumstance, all the time, particularly if we?re going through a 

challenging time trying to achieve our career aspirations. There?s always 

going to be something that happens to us which causes us to stop in our 

tracks and think we can?t do it. This is what makes us normal functioning 

humans.

What makes us resilient is realising this has happened, and then engaging 

the strategies in this book to get back on track, and into a more growth 

and solution focussed mindset.

This highlights the importance of having clear goals using our GRID 

coaching framework, without which we run the risk of drifting off into the 

world of research without really considering what a growth mindset is 

trying to help us achieve.

I believe having a strong growth mindset also comes with its challenges; 

it?s not all blue sky and fluffy clouds. For example, this way of thinking can 

result in a restlessness. A sense that there is always more that could be 

done, skills that could be developed, more achievements to be reached ? 

how do you know when to stop?

The recognition of a growth mindset can lead us to have to consider 

ourselves more fully, something that not all of us are comfortable doing. 

In doing so, we might find that there are things that don?t serve us, which 

we need to disconnect from.

Unhelpful thought patterns that need to be rewired or the 

acknowledgement that who we are right now is not going to get us where 

we want to go.

That we need to ?let stuff go? is fundamental to the journey of reshaping 

and optimising our thinking. This depth of change can be scary, and  
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affronting for some people, and it can result in reshaping not only who we are 

but the world we live in: our friends and family may not like the new, more 

resilient version of ?us?.

If you are totally and utterly convinced that the reason you haven?t achieved 

your career goals is because somebody else hasn?t noticed you, because your 

boss is an idiot or because you?ve reached as high as you can go, and 

NOTHING can convince you otherwise then this probably isn?t the right book 

for you.

But if you?re curious about cultivating your growth mindset, want to learn 

about creating self-driven resilience and re-energise your career focus, then 

welcome. Please go ahead and buy this book because I think you?re going to 

like it.

And remember that businesses/employers are going to like it too, because the 

thinking goes hand in hand with the trending Solutions Focus at work; the 

Continuous Improvement frameworks, Lessons Learned workshops and other 

initiatives which contribute towards enhancing business performance.

You?re going to develop killer skills that make you even more attractive to 

employers, and you?re going to get stronger along the way.

How it?s going to work

You?re already resilient. It?s very unlikely that you?ve been able to get this far 

in life (whatever point you?re at) without creating and using coping strategies, 

and learning some lessons along the way.

We?re going to unpack the strategies you?ve used, and explore how well they 

are working for you and we?re going to check that your energy isn?t just 

focussed on one or two Resilience Foundations, but that you?re checking into 

all four of them, and continually reviewing how well they are working for you.
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The four Foundations for resilience at work are:

1 Emotional Honesty? having emotional awareness, compassion and 

gratitude

2 Self-Care? consciously monitoring and acting on spiritual and physical 

wellness

3 Connecting? spending time with social tribes, role models and mentors

4 Learning? seeking feedback, looking for evidence, strengths based growth 

mindset.
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Figure 3.1 The Resilience Foundations: framework



To be at your optimal resilience level, you must be dialling up (or dialling 

down) these four factors. Failing to be emotionally honest can result in 

avoidance which can build up stress over time, failing to invest in Self-Care 

can mean we don?t recharge our batteries for the pressures of everyday work. 

Not enough Connecting can leave us feeling isolated and having to face 

issues alone, and neglecting to look for Learning can result in imagined 

pressure or repeated patterns.
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Coaching moment

Think about the reason you have picked up this book ? the thing that?s 

causing you to want to be more resilient at work. Without reading 

anything at all about resilience (yet), what impact do you think it might 

have on you to:

1 Be more honest with yourself about the impact that not feeling 

resilient is having on you?

2 Nurture yourself a little more ? investing in activities that give you 

your energy back?

3 Connect with another person who has faced this, and learn from them 

or ask them for help?

Learning preferences

Using the coaching approach in this book, you will review your current 

experience of each Foundation of our resilience framework, explore ideas to 

develop your resilience and design a personal plan to dial up or dial down 

in the areas that you most want to influence.

How you implement your personal plan is likely to depend on your learning 

preference, and so this book has been deliberately designed so there is



something for everybody.

There are several different frameworks available, for example VAK or VARK 

(Visual, Aural, Read/Write, Kinaesthetic), Kolb/Honey and Mumford and 

Visual/Auditory/Kinaesthetic (or Tactile).

In this book, we are using a combination of Kolb and Honey and Mumford 

Learning preferences to support our learning journey . . . the aim is to ensure 

there is something for everybody.

-  Activists: you typically enjoy learning by doing ? you?ll likely want to just 

try your ideas out as soon as possible. Activities that appeal to you are 

likely to include brainstorming, experimenting, role play, group discussion 

and problem solving. Right now, you?ll probably be thinking, ?Let?s just get 

started!? (Hold tight we?re nearly ready . . . .)

-  Pragmatists: you naturally prefer to understand how what we learn is 

going to work in the real world. Activities that appeal to you are likely to 

include case studies and thinking about the practical applications of what 

you learn. You?ll probably be wondering, "Show me the case studies that 

prove it? (there are examples all through the book, I promise).

-  Reflectors: you like to think about what you are learning. Activities that 

appeal to you will likely be reading around the subject and watching 

others. As you go through the book, you?ll be developing ideas and saying, 

?Give me some time to plan my approach? (the self-reflection coaching will 

give you the space to do this).

-  Theorists: you largely learn by understanding how what you are learning 

fits with what you already know. Activities which will appeal to you are 

likely to include reading around the subject and exploring models and 

theories. Your key question will likely be, ?Help me understand the
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principals behind this? (each section has a Tell me more! which has been 

created just for you).

From the research, we also know that learning will be enhanced if it?s tailored 

to the way we prefer to explore new concepts, so this book has been designed 

to appeal at some level to all these different preferences.

At the end of each chapter, there?s an opportunity to decide what you will do 

with what you learn.

This will support something called the learning transfer; the thing that 

happens when you do something differently, and which helps you know 

you?ve spent your money wisely (and haven?t just bought a book which you 

read, and then sits on your shelf while you go back to doing what you always 

did).
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Coaching moment

When was the last time you learned to do something new, and thoroughly 

enjoyed the experience? (Not that time when you were forced to listen to a 

lecture about something that seemed to go on forever.)

1 What was the main method that the learning was shared with you?

2 How did you make sure that you were able to do something practical 

with what you learned?

3 What are you doing differently because of this learning ? and what 

impact is this having on you?

If you?re not sure of your learning preference, or if you like to learn in multiple 

ways (many of us do!) then please go ahead and try the different routes to 

dial up your Resilience Foundations.



Or be a bit daring and try out a learning approach that doesn?t immediately 

appeal to you. The main thing to remember is that the learning has only 

worked, if you?re doing something differently as a result of 

reading/watching/reflecting/ trying . . . so it?s important that you take action 

as a result of what you explore.

As of 2017, all these learning frameworks are coming under considerable 

scrutiny by neuroscience researchers who are starting to wonder if perhaps 

they aren?t so helpful after all. The researchers suggest that there?s limited 

evidence to support the existence of specific learning styles, though they 

agree that we all have learning preferences and recommend that more work 

should be done in this area . . . watch this space.

Putting your learning preference into a ?box?, and suggesting that this is going 

to be the only way, or the best way for you to develop is likely to be restrictive, 

but there?s no doubt that we all learn better under certain conditions.

Building some of the latest thinking into our work together you might 

consider doing the following:

-  Chunking: read a chapter at a time, make a plan at the end of each 

chapter and spend a couple of weeks implementing your plan before 

moving on. It might take you a few months to work through the book, but 

you?ll be changing as you go along.

-  Talking: find another person to talk to about what you?re learning, what 

you?re doing as a result and the impact that it?s having on you. All of the 

coaching exercises have been designed so you can do them alone, or with 

a partner.

-  Ref lect ing: use the Resilience Reviews that are suggested in the book 

to write down what you?re noticing about yourself ; what is changing?
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What is getting better? What isn?t changing? What is getting worse? 

Simply creating this awareness can be a catalyst to embed your learning 

even more.

Tell me more!

Read

-  Mindset: The new psychology of success. Carol S. Dweck, 2008

-  The Agile Learner. James Anderson, 2017

-  Honey and Mumford Learning Styles which are based on Kolb: 

Experiential Learning Cycle. 

www.businessballs.com/kolblearningstyles.htm

Watch

-  www.mindtools.com/mnemlsty.html

-  www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNHBMFCzznE

Play

-  www.mindsetonline.com (For an online assessment of your current 

mindsetand a measure of whether it?s mostly focussed on a Fixed or 

Growth mindset.)

-  http://vark-learn.com/the-vark-questionnaire/ (For a quick assessment of 

your VARK profile.)
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Introduction

Time is endless, but your time is limited: ?There is no escaping this. Within the 

empirical world all time will be taken away from us, and with it everything we 

have and are in this world? (Magee, 2016: 7). This bleak reminder can prompt 

us to ask if we make the best use of our time. Expressions such as ?There are 

not enough hours in the day?, ?Where does the time go?? and ?I?ve got too much 

time on my hands? suggest not. These expressions indicate you?re not in 

control of time as, for example, you?re in a constant state of hurry as you race 

through the tasks on your ever lengthening to-do lists, or you?re drifting 

through life without clearly defined values or goals to guide you. On the other 

hand, you may know individuals who pack a lot of productive activity into 

each day and wonder: ?How can they do it and I can?t?? Time is neutral, though: 

it does not tick faster on a busy day any more than it ticks slower on a boring 

or listless day, and it does not favour one person over another. As with the 

other topics in this book, time management is really about self-management: 

time itself doesn?t have to be managed as it proceeds one second at a time all 

on its own! In other words, in order to understand why you don?t make the 

best use of your time, look to yourself and not to the clock. People who 

consult us for a coaching programme often tell us that their diaries are 

distressingly full, nothing can be cut out and everything is equally important. 

We know from our own personal and coaching experiences that this perceived 

helplessness is not the case but why can?t they see it?

Poor time management

Davis et al. (1995) list some indicators of poor time management:

-  constant rushing, e.g. between meetings or tasks

-  frequent lateness, e.g. attending meetings, seeing clients or meeting 

deadlines
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-  low productivity, energy and motivation, e.g. ?I can?t seem to get worked 

up about anything except getting paid?

-  frustration, e.g. ?I always seem to be at the beck and call of others?

-  impatience, e.g. ?Where the hell is that information I asked him for? He?s 

holding me back from getting on with my work.?

-  chronic vacillation between alternatives, e.g. ?I?ve been scratching my 

head for weeks over this. Whatever option I choose is going to put me at a 

big disadvantage. I don?t know which way to jump.?

-  difficulty setting and achieving goals, e.g. ?I?m not sure what my role is or 

what is expected of me?

-  procrastination.

To this list could be added inter alia:

-  perfectionism, i.e. the uncompromising pursuit of exceptionally high 

standards, e.g, ?I will only accept one hundred per cent achievement; 

anything less is a failure?. This may mean you spend too long on tasks to 

get them ?just right?, go very slowly to avoid making any mistakes or try to 

avoid the task because you fear doing a less-than-perfect job. 

Perfectionism is often a cause of procrastination.

-  getting bogged down in details, i.e. you cannot grasp the main issues 

because of your over-attention to details: ?I can?t help being a dot the i?s 

and cross the t?s type of person.?

-  feeling overwhelmed by your workload, e.g. ?Now I understand what 

being stressed-out really means!?
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-  unassertiveness ? not standing up for yourself, e.g. ?I don?t like 

arguments, so even though it?s not my job, I?ll do it to keep the peace? (see 

Chapter 7)

-  little delegation of work, e.g. ?If you want a job done properly, then do it 

yourself?.

Jason was always racing from task to task whether at home or work; to others, 

he seemed to have a busy and enviably full life. Jason, in contrast, felt he was 

just ?rushing around like a headless chicken ? I do a lot but don?t seem to 

achieve much or value what I do?. If he stopped rushing everywhere, stood still 

and took stock of his life, what would he do differently? ?Haven?t a clue,? he 

replied. Pauline worked in a job that provided little stimulation and did not 

stretch her capabilities (she was in danger of ?rustout? rather than burnout). 

When I (MN) asked her what kind of work she would like to fill her time with 

she said, ?I don?t really know?. These replies demonstrate that time was being 

wasted or mismanaged because both Jason and Pauline had no real sense of 

purpose or direction in their lives. The essence of time management is 

knowing what your values and goals are in life and making the optimum use 

of your time to achieve these ends.

However, knowing what your goals and values are doesn?t mean that time will 

automatically subordinate itself to your new-found sense of purpose. You will 

need to review how you use your time and phase out those activities that are 

not goal-directed. This process requires adopting new attitudes and 

behaviours and tackling the obstacles to change (e.g. unassertiveness, 

perfectionism) in order to make time management a daily and lifetime reality 

rather than never progressing beyond ?wouldn?t-it-be-good-if-I-could-do-that? 

wishful thinking.
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Making clear what your values and goals are

Values help you to determine what?s important in your life. As Sichel observes:

They are the silent forces behind many of your actions and 

decisions. The goal of ?values clarification? is for their influence to 

become fully conscious, for you to explore and honestly 

acknowledge what you truly value at this time in your life. You can 

be more self-directed and effective when you know which values 

you really choose to keep and live by as an adult, and which ones 

will get priority over others. 

(1993, section III: 48)

Some important values may include: financial security, doing well in one?s 

career, high standards, loving relationships, good friends, keeping fit, treating 

people fairly, fighting injustice, family life, making the most of every day, 

visiting interesting places, working hard. If you have difficulty identifying your 

important values, Hauck (1988) suggests the following exercise: imagine 

yourself on your deathbed reflecting on a full and happy life. What were the 

ingredients that made it so? You don?t want to reach old age full of ?if only ?? 

regrets about what you didn?t do or have, like the poet John Betjeman who 

lamented not having had enough sex in his life. Another exercise is to 

imagine that you have a terminal illness and you will be dead in six months? 

time. What activities would fill these remaining months of your life?

As an aside, we note that in our therapy practices we see people who?ve 

survived traumatic experiences (e.g. a near-fatal car crash) and, as a 

consequence, some of them comb through their lives and remove anything 

they deem unimportant. Their brush with death has made them acutely aware 

that time is precious and they no longer want to waste it.
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The exercises mentioned above can help you to focus on what may be 

missing from your life or what, though appearing to be important, is in fact 

easily given up, e.g. friends in name only. Be careful when doing a values 

clarification exercise as you may push yourself to endorse values that aren?t 

important to you but you think should be, such as reading philosophy books 

to create the impression of a ?deep thinker? (why you need to create this 

impression needs investigation). A client once produced a list of ?should have? 

values, not one of which she had any conviction or interest in (she had a 

vague idea that by subscribing to them this would somehow make her 

admired and virtuous).When you have identified your priorities (e.g. physical 

fitness), these need to be translated into goals. A useful acronym to guide 

goal selection is SMART:

S ? Specific: for example, ?I want to be physically fitter in three months? time?

M ? Measurable: what is your present level of fitness? What outcomes would 

you be looking for in three months? time? What progress markers would tell 

you that you?re on course for goal success?

A ? Achievable: is there a reasonable expectation that your goal can be 

attained? Do you have the resources to join a gym or the ability to devise your 

own fitness programme?

R ? Realistic: are you really committed to this fitness programme given the 

fact you?re not giving up cigarettes, reducing your excessive alcohol intake or 

monitoring your food intake?

T ? Timebound: can your goal be realised within the allotted time? Are you 

taking into account your other responsibilities and activities?

The above example relates to a short-term goal of three months; when this is 

attained, you can decide if you want to maintain that level of fitness or set
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yourself tougher physical fitness goals. While it?s understandable that you will 

get excited about the prospect of achieving your goals, remember this: 

?People who visualize themselves taking the practical steps needed to achieve 

their goals are far more likely to succeed than those who simply fantasize 

about their dreams becoming a reality? (Wiseman, 2009: 328? 9). We would 

add that visualising the practical steps should also include troubleshooting 

possible blocks to goal progress. Wiseman also suggests that people are more 

likely to keep to their promises if they go public (to family, friends, colleagues) 

about their goals than if they keep them private: ?It seems that although 

keeping your aims to yourself helps ease the fear of failure, it also makes it 

too easy to avoid changing your life and drift back into old habits and 

routines? (2009: 91).

As we?ve said, ensure that your goals are in line with your values, so if you 

value highly family life then your goal would be to arrive home at a 

reasonable time every day ? unless a crisis supervenes ? to spend more time 

with your children before their bedtime. Also, your goals should reflect the 

presence of something you desire (e.g. ?I want to finish this essay in one 

month?) rather than the absence of something undesirable (e.g. ?I don?t want 

to keep procrastinating over finishing this bloody essay!?).

On a different note, many writers have pointed out that endless goal-striving 

can become oppressive: you feel a sense of emptiness or anxiety if you 

haven?t lined up your next target. In order to deal with these feelings, also 

focus on activities that don?t have an end point (unlike SMART goals) but are, 

instead, an intrinsic part of an enjoyable and meaningful life ? therefore 

you?re not worrying about what to do next. For me (MN) reading, long 

walks, writing books and films (particularly of the 1960s) are my 
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passions, and for me (WD) these passions are daily exercise, writing 

commitments and helping clients to deal with their difficulties in order to 

improve the quality of their life. These activities transcend the necessary 

goals we set ourselves to maintain our businesses as coaches and therapists.

Monitoring your time

Having established what your values and goals are, the next step is to 

discover how you actually spend your time. This can be achieved through the 

use of a time log (see Figure 4.1). The best way to fill in a time log is to record 

each activity and the time taken to complete it as it occurs. A 

contemporaneous account of time spent will obviously be more accurate than 

a retrospective one. If this proves too difficult to do, then try to ensure that 

you record each hour?s activities at the end of it. The time recorded in your log 

should equal the amount of time spent at work (if not, then maybe you?re not 

being diligent enough in fill ing in your log or something unusual occurred 

which you didn?t consider to be part of your daily work routine and therefore 

you omitted it). If you leave fill ing in your time log until you get home from 

work, it?s likely you will produce a distorted account of your working day, e.g. 

?How long did that phone call take? I can?t remember. I?ll put down twenty 

minutes to be on the safe side.?

A time log can cover every waking moment of each day (rather than just time 

spent at work) as you may want to undertake a time management review of 

every aspect of your life. Keeping a time log for one or two days will probably 

provide insufficient information for a thorough review of your time as you 

may not spot behavioural patterns emerging (e.g. vacillation, unassertiveness) 

or how often certain individuals encroach on your time. Keeping a time log 

will increase your workload in the short term but enable you to see where 

changes need to be made in order for longer-term benefits to be gained.
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Of course, you may know already what your time wasters are and therefore 

believe you don?t need to keep a time log, but you could be underestimating 

how much time you actually waste by not fil l ing one out. If you?re not keen on 

doing one then, as an exercise, construct a time management schedule for the 

next two weeks that reflects your important goals and values and see to what 

extent you follow it and list any impediments that hinder its implementation. 

For example, you would like to go to the theatre more but can?t find anyone 

to go with you and decide not to go alone as you?ll feel conspicuous and 

embarrassed; unintentionally, you?ve made the achievement of that particular 

goal dependent on someone else accompanying you as well as revealing 

some related emotional difficulties.
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Determining task priority

To discover this, you can prioritise your activities in terms of their urgency and 

importance (Covey, 1989). Activities can be placed in four categories:

1. urgent and important

2. not urgent but important

3. urgent but not important

4. not urgent and not important.

Category 1 activities include responding to crises and rushing to meet 

looming deadlines. If you spend too much of your time responding to 

immediate events you may be moving into the danger zone of high stress 

levels and possible burnout. As Fontana observes:

People who in their professional lives seem always to be at the 

mercy of circumstances are usually those who wait for things to 

happen, and then react to them. People who seem more on top of 

things are usually those who see things coming, and act in good 

time to guard against them (or benefit from them). 

(1989: 59? 60; emphases in original)

Category 2 activities encourage thinking ahead (e.g. ?What steps do I need to 

take now to meet my performance targets in six months? time??) instead of 

being glad just to have survived the day at the office, taking preventive 

measures to reduce the frequency of crises and problems, and taking steps to 

develop a work/ life balance.

Remember not to neglect these activities just because they?re not urgent, 

otherwise they soon will be (e.g. you become run-down through overwork 

because you kept putting off implementing a ?less time at work and more fun 

and exercise? plan). Jones (1998: 49) suggests that you should ?aim to schedule
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60 per cent of your time for proactive tasks, leaving the other 40 per cent 

available for reactive and maintenance tasks [keeping things running 

smoothly], as well as unexpected interruptions, which may occur anyway?.

Category 3 activities often include responding to the requests of others, e.g. ?I 

need your help to finish my report by Thursday?; ?Listen, can you chair that 

meeting for me, I?m so busy?? As for category 1, you?re reacting to events but 

these activities aren?t important in helping to achieve your key personal and 

organisational goals.

Category 4 activities involve being marooned in aimlessness, such as 

frequently browsing the Internet to pass the time, repeatedly checking and 

reading your emails without dealing with them or endlessly revising your 

time management plan to no real purpose. Activities in this category are 

neither urgent nor important and should be removed from your daily 

schedule.

As indicated above, the majority of your time should be devoted to important 

but not urgent activities (category 2). This emphasis on what is important to 

you may smack of selfishness, but we would suggest it?s more accurately 

called enlightened self-interest, i.e. you put your own interests and goals first 

most of the time while putting those of others, particularly significant others, 

a close second. If you feel directionless or overburdened and your desires 

remain unfulfilled, what kind of person might you be at home and work? 

Being at your best is more likely to bring out the best in others.

Pinpointing emotional blocks to change

Using a time management plan to implement your priorities in life might 

seem relatively straightforward ? but what often prevents or delays 

implementation are emotional difficulties. For example, you feel guilty
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because you want to spend more time on your own interests and you believe 

your children will suffer as a result (?and that will prove what a bad parent I 

am?); you make yourself anxious about the prospect of saying no to a 

colleague?s request for you to take on some of his work because this will incur 

his disapproval (?He?ll think I?m uncooperative and start gossip about me. I 

don?t want that?); or you have a low threshold for tolerating boring or 

unpleasant but important activities and become angry when you have to do 

them (?Watching paint dry would be more interesting than trying to make 

sense of these damn figures!?). People who have read books or attended 

seminars and workshops on time management often fail to act on what 

they?ve learnt because identifying and resolving emotional blocks wasn?t part 

of the content. In our experience, the transition from wasting time to 

optimising it is not a smooth one and therefore any time management 

programme should include a module on dealing with emotional blocks to 

change (the coaching example later in this chapter focuses on the client?s 

anxiety about others? reactions to his behavioural changes).

Becoming better organised

This is achieved through the use of to-do lists with each task prioritised and 

given a deadline. For example, imagine that it is the end of June: your first 

task is your top priority (due 20 July); second is medium priority (mid-August 

approx.); and third is low priority (December). Remove time-wasting activities 

from your schedule as they add nothing of value to your work (e.g. too many 

refreshment breaks, office gossip, constant monitoring of your smartphone). If  

you have several top-priority tasks vying for your attention, do the most 

unpleasant or difficult one first; too many top-priority tasks means you?re not 

discriminating enough between what?s essential for completion today and 
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 what can wait; and finish one task before starting another, otherwise you 

might find yourself flitting between several tasks and doing each one 

suboptimally.

Obviously not all top-priority activities can be finished in one fell swoop 

because, for example, you need further information which will not be 

forthcoming for several days. When this information becomes available, then 

the unfinished task becomes a top priority for that day. If a task is big or 

complicated, then break it down into smaller sections and assign an allotted 

period of time to each section (it?s usually better to overestimate the time it 

will take rather than underestimate it). Sometimes a confusion can arise 

between time management and task management (Northedge, 1990): if you 

concentrate on time then you may overvalue the hours you?ve ?clocked up? 

rather than what you?ve actually achieved (you may have spent two hours on 

a project but the productive portion was the first hour); on the other hand, if 

you overly focus on the task, you may let it go on for too long (?I?ve got to get 

it finished. To hell with the time!?). Obviously a balance is required between 

time and task management in order not to waste valuable time or engage in 

unproductive work.

A common problem with to-do lists is overloading of tasks:

We make daily to-do lists that couldn?t be accomplished even 

if there were no interruptions during the day, which there 

always are. By the time the weekend arrives, there are more 

unfinished tasks than ever, but we keep deferring them and 

expecting to get through them with miraculous speed. That?s 

why, as productivity experts have found, an executive?s daily 

to-do list for Monday often contains more work than could be 

done [in] the entire week.

 (Baumeister and Tierney, 2012: 63)
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In the light of these comments, when you?re thinking about your to-do lists 

focus on removing items instead of adding them, so the actual list doesn?t 

seem daunting. If you don?t like the idea of to-do lists, Baumeister and Tierney 

(2012: 249) suggest a ?to-don?t list: a catalog of things that you don?t have to 

worry about once you write them down? (emphasis in original). So you can 

relax for the time being but action plans will still be required for task 

completion. Knapp and Zeratsky (2018: 50) call to-do lists ?a necessary evil ?  

they let you capture things so you don?t have to hold them all in your brain. 

To-do lists let you see everything in one place.?

Prime performance in prime time

To produce high-quality work, Mann advises you find out when you work best: 

?Some people are ?owls?, who work best in the evening; others are ?larks? who 

are at their most alert in the morning. Do the most important and demanding 

jobs when you are normally at your best? (1998: 144). Quick et al.(2013) call 

this working at your best internal prime time. Adair suggests that the majority 

of us are larks and ?any task requiring solitude, concentration and creative 

thinking is best done before 10.00 a.m. You can accomplish more with less 

effort if you programme important items at this high performance time? (1988: 

68). Internal prime time requires uninterrupted time: ?A clear couple of hours 

when you can mount an all-out attack on a problem is worth two days full of 

interruptions? (Atkinson, 1994: 68). Therefore, let others know you don?t wish 

to be disturbed, shut your door and turn your phone off. If you work in an 

open-plan office, then you will have to ?withdraw? into your work space and 

create an imaginary wall around you and deal assertively with people who 

breach it for gossip or chit-chat or impatiently want their questions answered 

immediately. Some companies allow employees to use an indicator system 

(for example, a small flag on the desk) that reminds others not to interrupt.
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The other prime time to focus on is external, i.e. when you?re at your best in 

dealing with others such as customers, clients, colleagues or friends; attempt 

to match this time with the availability of others. For example, when clients 

tell us which times they are available for an appointment, we will choose the 

one where we will be alert and focused rather than drained and distracted. 

We know some therapists and coaches who try to cram in as many clients as 

possible into their working day; only some of these clients will be receiving 

external prime time attention because the practitioner?s levels of energy and 

interest will be rising and dropping throughout the day.

Reducing time online

We mentioned in the previous section the need to turn your phone off in 

order to get work done. However, asking people to turn off their phones often 

triggers disconnection anxiety, i.e. fear of missing out (FOMO) on what?s 

happening in the virtual community they?ve become a part of. But the good 

news is, as we?ve found with our clients, that spending frequent and 

lengthening periods offline, and the development of the self-discipline 

required to do this, lead to longer periods of productivity in completing 

important and previously neglected tasks and re-engaging with real-world 

social activity which had declined. The upshot of spending more time in the 

empirical world rather than the virtual one is the realisation for clients of 

how much time they had wasted, e.g. on social media. As one client said: 

?What I?ve been really missing out on is getting on with my real life which I?ve 

now been able to regain control of.?

Is it working?

If your new time management system is working effectively then you should 

notice some of the following improvements: increased energy, productivity 

and motivation, greater sense of control, more decisive, proactive rather than 

reactive, not taking problems home, acting assertively, tackling 
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procrastination and perfectionism, improved timekeeping. Above all, there 

should now be enough hours in the day to complete your most important 

activities.

Coaching example

Richard was a thirty-year-old married man with three children. He described 

his day at the office as ?keeping my nose to the grindstone. I don?t seem to 

have time to think. Everything comes at me and I just get caught up in it.? He 

was unhappy with his style of work; home and social life were affected by his 

tiredness and irritability. He admired work colleagues who controlled their 

day in a way that he was unable to: ?They enjoy their life both in and out of 

the office.? When I (MN) asked Richard what he valued in his life, he listed five 

key items:

1. doing a good job

2. family life

3. being fit

4. more time for social activities

5. being seen as likeable and helpful.

The next stage was to translate his values into specific goals. He said if he 

could ?crack the work problem then the other things [2, 3 and 4] would fall 

into place?. He said his goal was to ?manage things better at work?. This was an 

aim rather than a concrete goal, however:

MICHAEL: What specific things would you need to achieve in order to 

realise your aim of managing things better at work?

RICHARD: Well for starters, meetings ending on time, keeping phone calls 

to the point, saying no to colleagues when they dump tasks on me which 
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are not really within my remit, and keeping interruptions brief and fewer 

so I can spend more time on the really important tasks.

MICHAEL: Okay. Let?s see how you currently spend your time.
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Figure 4.2 A sample day from Richard?s time log



Richard?s time log

Richard kept a daily time log for the next few weeks so we could get a clear 

pattern of his behaviour (see Figure 4.2). Studying his time log now (2019), we 

note that if Richard did it today instead of in 2000 (for the first edition of this 

book), it would no doubt include endlessly checking and reading his emails 

without doing anything with them; roaming the Internet and visiting social 

networking sites (unless his company had blocked access to them); constantly 

monitoring his smartphone or other electronic devices, but the time wasting 

would remain the same. In analysing Richard?s time log, it was obvious that 

some of his activities were incompatible with his goals, such as meetings 

overrunning, spending too long on the phone, tolerating frequent 

interruptions. What lay behind his difficulty, for example, in finishing meetings 

on time as he had overall control as the chairman?

RICHARD: I suppose I need to be more forceful with getting some people 

to stick to the agenda and not ramble on.MICHAEL:But what currently 

prevents you from doing that?

RICHARD: I?m not really sure. I suppose I want people to leave the 

meeting feeling good.

MICHAEL: But how would you feel if you interrupted someone who was 

wandering from the agenda and asked them to stick to it?

RICHARD: I?d be anxious about doing that?

MICHAEL: Because ? ?

RICHARD: Because they might not like it.

MICHAEL: And if they didn?t like it ? ?

RICHARD: Then they won?t like me. I know it?s pathetic but there it is: I like 

to be liked.
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MICHAEL: Okay, it?s nice to be liked, but at the expense of sabotaging your 

goals?

RICHARD: Well, I don?t want to become an obnoxious bastard.

MICHAEL: There are more alternatives available than nice person or 

obnoxious bastard. Let?s just say you politely interrupted a verbose 

colleague(Richard mentions a name), and he ticked you off for being rude, 

what choices do you have at that point?

RICHARD: I can agree or disagree with him.

MICHAEL: How would you vote at the present time?

RICHARD: I would agree with him, apologise and hope that he wouldn?t 

make me unlikeable in his eyes and my own.

MICHAEL: Do you know if he likes you in the first place?

RICHARD: I didn?t think about that. I just assumed he would because I try 

to be nice to everyone.

MICHAEL: Another point: are you allowing him to define you as likeable or 

unlikeable instead of you making up your own mind about yourself ?

RICHARD: I suppose I am doing that. I never thought about it in that way 

before. From that perspective, I am whatever people see me as, a kind of 

slave really.

MICHAEL: But a slave who can find a way to free himself if he?s 

determined to do it.

RICHARD: Easier said than done.

MICHAEL: True, but, in essence, not being liked by some people is only a 

big deal if you make it one. Give up going to work with a ?please like me? 

attitude and you will be able to claw back the time you are currently 

wasting by indulging instead of curbing long-windedness at meetings.
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Richard realised other time-wasting activities were linked to his need (he 

admitted it was much stronger than a want) to be liked, e.g. delegating little 

work in case some of his subordinates resented it, staying late at the office to 

impress his boss and catch up with his own work, being a ?friendly ear? for 

others? problems. To combat his need to be liked, Richard?s action plan was to 

internalise a philosophy of self-acceptance, i.e. to forcefully and persistently 

accept himself irrespective of how others saw him: ?I don?t want to become 

insensitive or selfish, but I will start saying no when justified and if others get 

funny about it, so be it.?

Some examples of his new outlook: with colleagues who frequently 

interrupted him, he pointed to the ?Do Not Disturb? sign on his door and 

suggested a later time when he would not be so busy ? he didn?t break off 

from his work while conveying this information. While chairing meetings he 

emphasised how important it was to keep comments concise and pertinent to 

the agenda and ?verbiage was a waste of everybody?s time as we all have busy 

departments to get back to?; meetings now took half their usual time and 

unnecessary ones were purged from his daily schedule. Phone calls were also 

kept brief and to the point. He no longer allowed others to dump their work 

on him; instead he would advise them how to do it or tell them it was their 

responsibility to carry out the task. He delegated much more of his work so ?I 

can focus on the essentials?.

Richard?s bouts of procrastination over difficult or boring tasks were tackled 

by developing a forceful motivational statement: ?Getting the task finished is 

more important than whether it?s pleasant or not, so get on with it!? Time 

spent on paperwork was reduced by only handling it once (OHIO): every time 

he picked up a piece of paper he put a tick in the corner; more than one
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tick on the paper meant Richard was returning to it without making any 

decisions about it. His ?fed up? periods virtually vanished from his daily 

schedule (?That?s because I feel I?m more in control rather than being or 

letting myself be controlled by events or others?).

Richard said he got strange looks from some colleagues and when they asked 

him if ?I was alright, I told them the reasons for my new behaviour. Some of 

them have been supportive, others less so but they were the ones I used to let 

take advantage of me.? With more time now released, Richard was able to 

prioritise his day, focusing mainly on important tasks. He made sure he took 

an unhurried lunch break on most days and went to the local gym three times 

a week. He got home earlier in a better frame of mind and was able to enjoy 

domestic and social life without the overlay of work worries.

RICHARD: When I go to work now I really am focused on it, the work. 

Being my new self, so to speak, rather than needing to be liked has really 

cleared a path through my life. Decisions I now make are based on the 

priorities of the job, not on my emotional priorities.

MICHAEL: Is self-acceptance now an important value for you?

RICHARD: Very much so. In fact, there are a couple of people at work who I 

now recognise as fellow sufferers and their time management skills are as 

bad as mine were. So I might have a word with them and see if they?re 

interested in learning what I did.

MICHAEL: Good. Spread the word to the receptive.

A tip for you

As mentioned above, I (WD) do a lot of writing. What I find helpful is to do the 

following. I first estimate how long a writing task will take me, given what 

else I have to do in my life and given my preference for writing 500 words a 
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day. Let?s say I have a book chapter to write. My estimate of how much time it 

will take me to do the task, writing 500 words a day, is two months. Then I 

give myself four months to write the chapter, i.e. I double my estimate. I do 

this to stay ahead of the game rather than chase my tail and doing so enables 

me to build in time for dealing with unforeseen circumstances. By applying 

this method, I have never been late meeting a deadline, often handing writing 

assignments in early. If this method appeals to you, try it out and see what 

happens.

Conclusion

Effective time management doesn?t mean that every second of your day has to 

be accounted for, but that much of your time is directed towards achieving 

your goals. Like any other change, you will need to monitor your time 

management skills on a daily basis to prevent returning to poor use of your 

time (in Richard?s case, time mismanagement might indicate he has slipped 

back to his approval needs). As the time management literature and 

beckoning mortality continually remind us, time is a precious resource and 

each second, minute, hour that ticks by can never be replaced. Therefore, use it 

wisely.
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The self is the starting point. If we don?t know much about ourselves, we will 

find it hard to recognise or understand others? responses to us and their 

different needs. We may find working with them hard or mystifying. Now, we 

expand into exploring our communications and interconnections with others. 

We notice:

-How their views of us may differ from our views of self

-How the reverse is also true: we don?t experience them in the same way that 

they see themselves

-That we all make assumptions and guesses about each other

-That we may expect others to react as we do

-How our best intentions may upset or confuse others

The fundamental thing here is the recognition that others are other. They may 

seem superficially like us or have had similar experiences or backgrounds: 

and they are still other. Their needs, wants, preferences and ways of 

processing are all subtly theirs. Understanding that, and remaining curious 

and interested about it, forms the basis of good relationships.

Beyond this, none of us is a single, simple, consistent self. We interact with 

numerous people for a variety of purposes and each person in the 

interchange is likely to bring different aspects of themselves to the 

interaction. This wide range of people each seem to require us to wear 

different hats: colleagues, line reports, teams, managers, customers, family, 

friends, networking groups, interest groups, society as a whole.

As we interact with each of these sets of people, we meet our own different 

needs and may contribute to some of theirs. These include collaboration,
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negotiation, mutual support, shared activity, fun, connection, love. Not all of 

these are appropriate for the work context!

This chapter offers several models which allow us to explore the different 

perspectives of pairs or groups of people as they interact. You?ll probably find 

that one of these speaks to you more clearly than others. It doesn?t matter 

how we describe and accept the otherness of people: just that we do. So try 

these approaches and see which works best for you as something to hold 

onto when interacting with colleagues and others.

Chapter 1 mentions António Guterres, UN Secretary General, saying in 2016, 

?When two people are together, they are not two but six. What each one is, what 

each one thinks he or she is, and what each one thinks the other is?. Several of 

the approaches here speak to this mix of how we perceive others and how 

they perceive us, the shadowy, often unrecognised figures in our interactions.

Frog versus prince/princess

You get what you focus on. We can all fall prey to self-fulfil l ing prophesies 

and pre-programming ourselves. If I approach a task thinking it is difficult and 

I am unlikely to succeed, that is probably what will happen.

This follows through into how we view others ?  and they us. We often know, 

without specific evidence or explanation, how others think of us and rate us. 

This is because we (and they) leak our feelings and responses. Responses 

which we think are hidden within us show up as ?tells?. The term tell comes 

originally from poker, used there to describe the unintentional signals a 

player gives about her hand, what she?s feeling about it and how she may play 

it. The aim is, of course, to keep a ?poker face? so that your opponents have 

no clues about your position. Psychologist Peter Collett describes, decodes
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and discusses the more everyday tells which we all exhibit in ?The Book of 

Tells?. Essentially tells are tiny gestures and expressions which we hardly know 

we are exhibiting but which give others clues about our feelings, thoughts 

and responses.

Tells are very personal and their significance is individual so that we don?t all 

signal the same thing by biting our bottom lip or tapping our left forefinger. 

These mini movements form a pattern in our behaviour which is very much 

our own and may include our own signature tell. These are often the things 

which enable mimics/impersonators to make themselves instantly 

recognisable as another person, even if they don?t entirely look like that 

person: the tiny ticks and tells are taken in by the observers, who rapidly 

recognise who is being parodied. So, people imitating Donald Trump, for 

instance, emphasise small hands and a series of gestures including making a 

ring with thumb and forefinger. Homework! Watch some comedy shows!

Our assessment, prejudgements and prejudices about people seep through 

into our approaches to each other and may be visible and decodable through 

our tells. This is not just in the big generalised prejudgements but in our 

assessment of other individuals.

Imagine you turn a corner onto a corridor: just entering at the other end, is 

someone whom you don?t rate, you don?t want to exchange greetings with, 

you feel uncomfortable about. You walk along that long thin space towards 

them, making eye contact (or not) and wondering how fast you can get past 

and away. You exude some of these feelings. If as we turn that corner we see a 

frog, the other person is likely to feel froggy and respond in a froggy way 

(whatever that is!) and if we see a gorgeous star of a person and greet them 

accordingly they are likely to rise to that estimate ?  at least in that moment.
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We are constantly priming and programming each other.

Practise expecting and seeing the best in people. See what people can do (not 

what they can?t); what they are good at (not their gaps); who they are at their 

best (not their worst); and trust them to do the same for you. Say the best 

about yourself and others to keep this living virtuous spiral going.

N.B. You might reverse the above if you are an anti-monarchist ranidaphobic! 

People notice something of the ?how I think of you? in our demeanour, stance 

and communication and this then influences how they in their turn respond to 

us. See the different stages of the Who/How Cone.

Johari Window

In looking more at the juxtaposition of how we see ourselves and how others 

see us, a useful place to start is the well-established Johari Window because it 

acknowledges that other people have views of us, which we cannot 

necessarily see.

The Johari Window, created originally by Joseph Luft and Harrington Ingham, 

helps us to see what we reveal to the world, what we keep hidden from others 

and what we don?t (yet) know about ourselves.

-  Those aspects which both we and people we interact with know, are 

shown in the top left quadrant of the diagram: the public area.

-  Top right are the aspects which are not known to us. Think 360° 

feedback, which can be a surprise to us!

-  On the bottom left is the area of our secrets; things we know about 

ourselves but are unwilling or unable to present to the world.

-  Finally, the bottom right is the home of the unconscious, which is not 

known either to us or to others.
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The arrows in the diagram indicate the potential to expand the public area. 

The simple, clear Johari Window model allows us to identify different areas of 

perception about us. In the exploratory work you are doing as you read this, 

you are expanding the public area while reducing the blind spot.
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The arrows in the diagram indicate the potential to expand the public area. 

The simple, clear Johari Window model allows us to identify different areas of 

perception about us. In the exploratory work you are doing as you read this, 

you are expanding the public area while reducing the blind spot.

Working with the Johari Window

Try this

Sketch out your own Johari Window. Consider some of the things you noted 

about yourself as you read Chapter 2. Note them on Post-its and see where 

they fit on the model. They may be in the private or the public area. For 

instance, in the public area could be ?I am demanding of others?, while the 

really uncomfortable behavioural manifestation that ?She is never satisfied 



with our performance? may be in the blind spot. One quality may be like a prism 

reflecting different lights from different perspectives. We see ourselves one 

way. Others see us differently.

Take a little time to place some of the things you have been working with in 

one of the quadrants. Clue ?  it?s unlikely any of them will go in ?The Unknown?! 

You may also be able to include comments from previous diagnostics or 360 

reports you have had, which were puzzling. They might have sat in the blind 

spot previously, but as you understand them, they move into another area. 

Some of the subliminal messages you receive from frogs/princes/princesses 

may also fit.

When you think that you have completed a full enough picture, sit back and 

give yourself time to reflect on the overview.

-  What are the implications of this fresh view of yourself?

-  What else might you like to find out?
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Many of us will have been offered diagnostic processes at work which present 

an analysis of our strengths and development areas. There are numerous 

diagnostic tests, personality profiles and programmes which offer us reports 

on our qualities. These are developed through asking the participant to 

complete a questionnaire either online or with a skilled practitioner. People 

often find the output of these helpful in encapsulating how they process or 

present.

However, this type of analysis is based on the answers the individual has 

given, so they can be criticised as self-generative. Their output is revealing 

and thought provoking and organisations continue to offer them to 

employees. It is perhaps less common for individuals and organisation to fully 

exploit the analysis to support choiceful change, though some do so, using 

this as the starting point for a professional development or coaching 

programme. Of course, there is the risk that we might feel that the profile has 

validated us by recognising our preferences and then simply carry on as 

before, saying to ourselves, ?Yes, that?s me?.

To be offered a view from outside, we may also have had comments from 360° 

assessments which offer us a snapshot of how we may appear to colleagues. 

The key here is to remember that these views are indeed ?how we may 

appear?. If we can genuinely accept them as a perspective rather than the 

whole truth, they can be very useful. They are not an absolute: just a view 

from the other side of the skin. And they offer us the opportunity to accept 

that others see us differently. We then have more data to work with: how 

things seem to us, and how things seem to others. Neither view is the whole 

truth and neither completely wrong. Both merit comparison and reflection.
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If you have had diagnostics or 360 reports, consider which bits of them will 

be useful as you explore the sectors of the Johari Window above.

Many people know the Johari model and find it useful in relationship work 

especially for introducing feedback. Teams and colleagues can use it as a base 

to acknowledge that we all have blind spots and that exchanging feedback is 

just information which can be helpful to understanding and choice. The 

second diagram is also useful to demonstrate the potential to extend the 

public area through feedback, coaching, learning and development and other 

supportive interventions.

Contradictory perspectives

As we begin to acknowledge our own views of self and the perspectives of 

others, it?s helpful to look at the complex process of two sets of these varied 

perspectives colliding! This is often known as a conversation!

6/9 conversations
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In all our interactions with others, not only does each person come from a 

different stance and bring different perspectives, but we each have different 

internal voices too. All of us always have a range of these different views 

within ourselves, balanced differently in response to different situations.

The last chapter looked at aspects of self-esteem and self-confidence, 

thinking about our own picture of ourselves and our place in the world. Of 

course, much of this picture is built up from our experience of interacting with 

others. We do not come into being wholly formed as individuals, although our 

genetic makeup is a strong influencer. We exist in a human landscape ? our 

family, friends, work associates and the wider community. Our lives gain 

meaning in relationship to others. How we behave and how we evaluate our 

behaviour changes according to the people we are interacting with.

We expand our view of ourselves through taking in the view of others. Then 

we have food for thought.

Insights from transactional analysis

There are frameworks which help us notice, name and navigate the shifting 

patterns of interaction that show up in our work and personal relationships. 

We present differently to different people.

There are all sorts of models for understanding these dynamics. One which 

acknowledges different aspects of ourselves which produce varying responses 

with other people and in different situations is Transactional Analysis (TA). It 

does just what it says on the tin ?  analyse the transaction (interchange or 

interaction) between people. The insights of TA seem to us to shed a light on 

how we are in ourselves, how we relate to other people and how our 

interaction with others triggers emotions and default positions.
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TA has origins in the work of Eric Berne in the 1960s. It is a valuable way to 

explore, understand and explain the conversations, which we hold with 

ourselves and with others. It is used to develop effective interpersonal work 

and relationships in business, education, family life and therapeutic settings.

Parent, Adult, Child ? Which voice is speaking?

Sometimes we behave in ways that we don?t expect or which we wouldn?t 

consciously choose. This may be because of triggers which sometimes lead us 

to behave in ways that we don?t intend or necessarily feel very happy about.

TA offers us the idea that there are several ego states:

-Parent

-Adult

-Child

An ego state is a set of behaviours, thoughts and feelings which characterise 

how we interact with the world at a given time. Each has its roots in the past 

? often in behaviour that we have copied from those around us without our 

realising consciously what we are doing.

We are not always fixed in just one of these states; but rather move around 

between them, again often without realising that we are doing so. One 

pattern of behaviour may crop up for us more often than others. We may 

consciously decide to position ourselves in one ego state and find that we are 

actually reacting from another one in a totally different way. When that 

happens, we have often been highjacked by something simple that 

subconsciously reminds us of interactions from our childhood

The three ego states are Parent, Adult and Child. However, not all parents 

behave the same way in all situations. Neither do all children. So, it?s helpful 
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to think of different subsets of Parent behaviour and different subsets of Child 

behaviour.

The simplified subdivision of the three ego states illustrated in our diagram 

opposite is derived from the functional diagrams developed by several TA 

writers, and in particular adapted from Tactics by Rosemary Napper and Trudi 

Newton.

Parent, Adult, Child
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Here are some perspectives on the subdivisions.

Child. The Adapted Child ego state wants to please and appease or to avoid 

being controlled and so may be cooperative ? or may be rebellious like a 

teenager, who bridles, denies and defends quickly. The Free Child is creative 

and wants to play. This too has both a plus and a minus side. The positive is 

spontaneity and the drawback is lack of grasp of both risks and consequences.

Parent. We probably all recognise the two Parent states: both may have the 

child?s wellbeing at heart but the controlling one can find fault and be angry 

and ?  well, critical. While the nurturing one is caring, and (over) protective. 

This is where love may smother. Without boundaries set by the Controlling 

Parent, children grow up confused and without the necessary structure to help 

orientate their place in the world. Without nurturing love, children grow up 

with low self-esteem and forever battle to prove themselves worthy.

As the diagram and this explanation show, there are positive and negative 

sides to each of the Parent and Child ego states. They each carry emotional 

responses, which are not inevitably connected with the stimulus: they come 

only from our own preferences and patterns. That is, the situation doesn?t in 

itself demand these emotional responses: they come from our own internal 

processes. So, for instance, when the boss, Deirdre, comes in shouting in a 

Controlling Parent state, different members of the team respond in different 

ways:

-  Lee goes to a Compliant Adapted Child response ?Sorry Boss. I didn?t 

notice. I?ll stay late to sort it out?

-  Fred, also in a type of Adapted Child state, a more rebellious one, says 

?Nothing to do with me. I can?t help you there?

-  Luc has a Free Child response ?Well it?s done now. Let?s all go out for a 

drink!?
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Each of these reactions is common and understandable. It is likely that we each 

have a preference or default position which has its roots in our own world 

view, previous experience and filters.

Adult. Adult is the data place, objective, clear, calm; apparently not emotional ?  

at least not carrying emotion that is not appropriate to the situation. At its best 

the Adult state keeps updating ideas, absorbing new information and 

developing new processes and strategies.

We all have the potential for each of the ego states within us and need them 

all to create an overall balanced response to circumstances. We may flip 

through the range of responses in a very short time finding our equilibrium.

Jaz

Jaz arrives at the station with only a short time till the train goes, to find 

there is no remaining parking space and thinks:

You should have left earlier. Controlling Parent, critical

Oh dear, I?ve done it again. I should have learned better. Adapted Child

Never mind. Poor you. Breathe. Nurturing Parent

Hooray! Maybe I won?t go to the meeting. I?ll have the day off instead. Free Child

It?s easy to recognise all those thoughts happening in moments as we adjust to 

the situation and manage ourselves to work with it. Few of us go straight to 

the final Adult thought without an emotional response. And this is fine. There 

is a balance of self-care and developmental criticism here which may help us 

avoid making the same mistake again.

What is not so healthy is if one ego state is so predominant that many of our 

responses are skewed. We have all met managers or leaders who are pretty
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stuck in one or the other of the Parent ego states.

Transactions

The exchange between Deirdre and Lee is an example of a transaction 

between a Controlling Parent and an Adapted Child. Lee is triggered by 

Deirdre?s behaviour to respond in a habitual way. As this interaction 

perpetuates, Deirdre is repaid for shouting by Lee working harder and longer. 

Both become trapped in unproductive and ultimately damaging patterns.

Controlling Parent ? Adapted Child
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Relationships are stifled and stilted if they get stuck mainly in a pattern like 

the one in this diagram. There are other patterns of transactions in which 

people can be trapped. You may immediately have an instinct for where your 

default pattern is.

How likely are you to default to a particular ego state repeatedly with a 

particular person or type of person? Many of us apply what we would call our 

?head teacher syndrome? to people we cast as authority figures later in our 

lives. How often have we heard someone say of an admired or authority figure 

they?d anticipated meeting ?She was quite human really?? Behind that throw 

away remark is the expectation that this figure will reduce me to Adapted 

Child. Or more accurately that I will respond in a Child state from my own 

interpretations and expectations.

Try this

Take a slice of time: the whole of a meeting or an afternoon?s work and 

notice which ego state presented in your interactions. Either score it in some 

way or make a pie chart. When you can see a pattern, ask yourself if that was 

the most useful mix. Did it achieve the results you wanted? Did you feel how 

you would like to feel? How would you like to change the mix in the future?

-  What did you notice?

-  How useful was this pattern/mix?

-  Did it achieve what you wanted?

-  Did you feel how you hoped to feel?

-  What might you like to change?
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Try this

List significant people in your personal and professional life. This might 

include your life partner, parents, children, boss, peers at work, line reports, 

old friends and neighbours. Think about and jot down how you respond to 

them.

-Are you in Parent, Adult or Child?

- Is this consistent with each one?

-Are there patterns?

-What stands out for you?

-And how does this change your knowledge of yourself?

     Person                                  P/A/C                       Noticing and Learning

 Where we find that we always have similar interactions in a particular 

relationship, we can look at what each of us is contributing to the mix, and 

what we are hooking in each other. We may be able to check with the other 

person what the pattern is, what assumptions it is based on and what choices 

we have for approaching conversations differently. At the very least we can 

notice our own responses and consciously choose to respond in other ways.

Think about what hooks you. In this sense a hook is something external which 

is interpreted by us in a repeat way and which pulls (hooks!) us into autopilot 

in our response. For instance, when called by our full name, rather than the 

usual abbreviation we may immediately default to Adapted Child because in 

early life the full form was used only when we were in trouble.
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The hooking process

Even a casual question can hook an automatic response. We react like this, 

often at an emotional level as well as a cognitive one, because of an 

unquestioned assumption and this reaction may not be as useful as we would 

like, or it may not necessarily fit the circumstances. It is interference with an 

appropriate choice of response. If we were not hooked, we could pause to 

reflect. This could lead us to question underlying beliefs and where they might 

come from. Then we might be free to choose a more useful way forward, 

releasing our potential.

Recognising some of our default patterns or triggers is a useful stage in 

developing our understanding of ourselves. We might discover, for instance, 

that we default to a defensive posture when someone stands while we are
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seated; or are always slightly aggressive in a particular meeting; or react 

sharply when a person uses a word we don?t know or quotes statistics (always 

remember that 84.73% of statistics are made up on the spot). We may feel 

cowed by a particular type of accent or a particular qualification.

If we are fully honest with ourselves, we will recognise that we can be hooked 

to make snap or stereotyped judgements about a number of things/ people. 

Historically this has served our species well and has helped us to survive. When 

something with sharp horns charges towards us with its head down, we do not 

need to stop and think about our reaction and allow for the possibility that it 

may want to be stroked. We need to run and climb a tree. This quick (feels like 

instinctive) response serves us less well in many of today?s complex 

interactions.

It?s not helpful to make the same judgement about every person with an 

orange shirt, or a tattoo, or a short skirt, or green eyes or a beard. And this book 

does not explore the larger political and sociological field of prejudice. 

However, we all make prejudgements based on our experience and early 

programming. Often, we then have to spend a lot of time and effort later 

unpicking and recovering from our habitual judgement for example, that 

anyone with a loud voice intends to out-argue me!

Allow yourself some time to acknowledge what sorts of situations or people 

hook you into ineffective habitual or repeat responses. All this reflection helps 

us to move into self-knowledge and towards self-management.

It is ideal for much of our interaction at work to come from an Adult ego state. 

And that doesn?t mean that we are not caring, thoughtful, strong and human. It 

just means we are not making an emotional meal of things which are facts and 

processes.
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As we look at the attributes and apparently small things which may hook us, it?s 

also worth considering what may stop us approaching each interaction openly, 

willing to accept the other person. There are numerous internal interferences. 

Before we even begin to talk to another person we may have developed a state 

which makes clear and purposeful communication unlikely. More of this in 

Chapter 5.

Scarcity and abundant thinking

Something else which might impact on the degree to which we can share and 

work creatively with others, is whether we have a pattern of scarcity or 

abundant thinking.

Scarcity thinking originates from experience of lack in other contexts or 

perhaps competitiveness, so our default view becomes ?There isn?t enough to go 

round. We can?t all have it. I can?t get enough. I have to keep my work and plans 

secret to have any chance to gain what I need against the odds.?

This mindset is seen in many contexts and is almost always a sad waste of 

potential synergy, collaboration and mutual benefit.

The reverse of this is abundant thinking, which leads us to support others, 

share information and creativity, believe the whole is more than the sum of the 

parts and rejoice in shared success.

There are several strands of these theories about how we bring results onto 

ourselves by the view we take of the world. The law of attraction, for instance, 

has a long history which can be traced back to some early religious theories 

and which also resulted in hugely popular books like Think and Grow Rich by 

Napoleon Hill. Fundamentally the Law of Attraction suggests that if you
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focus fully on something, you attract it into your life. This theory has the 

obvious drawback that if I don?t have the things I want, it is clearly my fault. 

Double whammy!

More accessible and acceptable to the twenty-first century intellect is the idea 

ofGrowth Mindset, proposed by Dr Carol Dweck. This body of work expounds the 

idea that our fundamental attributes are just the starting point. We can work 

on these and develop them as a foundation for achieving more and fulfil l ing 

our potential. A growth mindset is the opposite of a fixed mindset, which 

believes in innate limitations and settles for an initial estimate of what 

outcomes someone ?like me? can achieve.

Strands of all these ideas come together in the concept of abundant thinking. 

Essentially the focus is on potential and growth, rather than lack and 

protectionism.

The growth of a new profession and market sector makes an interesting study 

of this. Taking the one we know best, coaching, we remember when the 

profession was very new. Almost no one had heard of it. Coaches were all trying 

to explain coaching to potential clients in order to create demand. Many 

adopted the view that they were in competition so they:

-  Were wary of networking

-  Didn?t talk to other coaches

-  Hid their ideas and methods

-  Tried secretly to discover what others were up to.

Those who noticed that there were millions of potential customers who would 

benefit from coaching and only a very few coaches, shared ideas and supported 

each other. This paid off! For example, when a coach is working with one 
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person in a business, other coaches will be needed to work with their 

colleagues, to avoid a conflict of interests. So, groupings of coaches call on 

each other to support a whole team or business. There are also huge gains in 

being able to call on a colleague with a different specialism or develop new 

approaches through talking to others in the same field.

If we, Sarah and Jenny, had adopted a scarcity mindset, we would not have 

agreed to share our thinking, would not have created new models which come 

from joint processing and would not have published and travelled widely 

working with coaches and leaders in many countries.

The belief that sharing and supporting pays off, leads us to introduce the idea 

of generosity in an emotional bank account.

The emotional bank account

Many people who explore their interactions with, and expectations of, others, 

have found a simple concept surprisingly powerful. It is the idea of the 

emotional bank account. It works exactly like a real bank account. 

Fundamentally, you can?t draw out until you have paid in: you may in time be 

allowed an agreed overdraft and trouble ensues if you go over the allocated 

amount. You need to keep making payments if you want to withdraw. So, if you 

are new to an organisation you may be able early on to get your team to stay 

late and pull out all the stops in a difficult situation, but you won?t be able to 

make that withdrawal from your account very often until you have built up 

some credit with them.

Here are some typical deposits and withdrawals:

Deposit

Genuine and specif ic thanks

Positive feedback and praise

Wit hdrawal

Demanding things

Not greeting people
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Deposit

Courtesy

Helping someone out

Noticing how they are feeling

Remembering things about them

Sharing your chocolate (occasionally)

Wit hdrawal

Never asking how they are

Ignoring them

One-upmanship

Taking credit for their work

Keeping things for yourself  (especially 
the chocolate)

Try this

Who is important to your working day? Make a table of your bank balance with 

three colleagues.

-What do you notice?

-Who makes more deposits?

            Colleague                             Deposit                      Withdrawal

-What might make things more balanced?

-What would you like to change or develop? What about your neighbours? 

What behaviours might be deposits or withdrawals? Common elements for a 

balanced exchange include, noise levels; parking habits; reciprocal care when 

people are on holiday/ at work/ ill; invitations; borrowing.

            Neighbour                           Deposit                      Withdrawal
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We?ve all had neighbours who don?t seem to pull their weight. When we reflect, 

we can probably see that the exchange was unbalanced. Most of us keep finely 

tuned reckonings internally, possibly without even realising we are doing it. 

Then the balance tips and we think, ?That?s it?. Or, ?He?s gone too far?.

It can serve us well to become more aware of these balance sheets and to 

review them so that we can make deposits appropriately or perhaps ask for 

things we need.

We can minimise the interference of a negative balance sheet by contributing 

more ourselves and/or becoming assertive about our needs.

Attitudinal shift

All these frameworks can help us to be more aware of our impact, make shifts 

in our approaches and improve our interactions and outcomes.

Frog/Prince/Princess is an example of this. When we choose to see someone in 

a different way, we offer both ourselves and them new possibilities for how to 

respond and interact with each other. If a manager does not believe that a 

report is capable of carrying out their job effectively, this tends to be a 

self-fulfil l ing prophesy. The converse is also true. A positive belief from the 

manager acts as a support and motivator to the colleague, who is then more 

likely to fulfil their potential.

And it?s not just work relationships. If we truly believe someone is capable, that 

belief shines from us and they will usually live up to our estimate.

And if we believe we can, we can.

Here?s some other examples of how we can shift how we see someone.
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Name

Cathy

Satu

Tunde

Current Attitude

New and inexperienced

Quiet mouse: nothing to 
say for herself

Grumpy and rude

Shift

Actually, been here 18 months and did 
a great job of work on that project

A thoughtful observer: may have 
useful insights: gets on with things.

Under a lot of pressure at home and 
work. Always delivers on time.

The example above of the change in attitude to Tunde springs from some work 

with a senior leader in a Human Resources role a few years ago. She was finding 

her line manager grumpy and rude and noticed that she was responding to him 

like an offended aunt! When she chose to consider him from a compassionate 

place (and this word was a strong guiding principle for her in other areas of life) 

she found their relationship immediately smoother, and much less of her mental 

energy was occupied by resentment about the way he treated her.

The phrasing ?he treated her? shows us how we often personalise something 

which is not ours. That was just how he was: it wasn?t personal: it came from his 

unthinking response to the situation.

When we are able to stand back, see that things are not aimed at us and choose 

to shift our perception and approach, we are better resourced to work with 

people and to free our own emotional responses to be more creative. A 

fundamental belief for coaches is that the people they work with as clients are 

competent, resourceful and whole.

Try this

Take a moment to think around some of the people you work with regularly.

-  How do you rate them?

-  What?s your deep-down response as you think of them?
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-Is it true?
-Is it useful?

Then stop and consider what might be more realistic and more supportive.

            Name                        Current Attitude                                Shift

We often operate on autopilot. Somewhere much earlier in a relationship or our 

working pattern, we have adopted a belief which then becomes our operating 

instruction. Purposeful reflection can give us more conscious choice.

Giving ourselves time to reflect on what is happening in our conversations and 

interactions, gives us many more options and so feels resourceful and in control. 

This in turn helps us feel secure and able to manage our responses.

A starting point is that great question to self ?What happened then?? or indeed 

?What?s happening here??. It slows us down and helps us observe and analyse a 

pattern of behaviour and then choose something different. To move towards a 

different exchange, reflect on:

-  What are the patterns?
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-  What may be hooked in me which contributes to that?

-  What?s the outcome I want now?

-  How can I manage myself differently?

-  How do I now choose to approach this?

In short, engage brain before mouth! And know that most interactions are like a 

dance. If I change my step, you?ll have to change yours. I can?t actually change 

your behaviour directly, yet if I offer you a different stimulus you will probably 

change your response.

Linguistic shift

Language is a rich tool and many words carry a whole range of meaning and 

subtly different connotations for different people. There are one or two words in 

English which often set up adverse reactions (as there are in other languages) 

and which we can just stop using to good effect. This would create a linguistic 

shift.

But is an example. As soon as someone hears ?but? come out of another person?s 

mouth, they are alerted and ready to be corrected, challenged, overruled and told 

to do something differently. As a result, they often go onto the offensive 

themselves.

Mark: Please would you do X?

Sîan: But I?m doing Y.

Mark: You do what I tell you to do, when I tell you to do it.

But is a discount. It takes value from the statement that has preceded it and 

makes the following statement more important. It is a withdrawal from the 

emotional bank account.
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Dilma: I?d like to be promoted ?

Ivan: But you?ve got no line management experience

Nour: But you?ve got too much on your plate already

Ahmed: But you?ve no experience with budgets.

Here is a reframe, (of which there will be more in Chapter 5) using and as a 

starter. While it may be the truth that Dilma has no line management 

experience, it might be more empowering to reframe the response:

Dilma: I?d like to be promoted ?

Ivan: Yes, and I notice that you would need to develop some line management 

experience. How might we do that?

    Try this

Name

Nour

Ahmed

But...

?But you?ve got too much on 

your plate already?

?But you?ve no experience 

with budgets?

And...

 In internal dialogue we often use but in a similar way, discounting our dreams 

and limiting our potential.

I?d like to be promoted?

-  But my face doesn?t fit

-  But I?m no good at interviews

-  But I messed up at school
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Dilma: I?d like to be promoted ?

Ivan: But you?ve got no line management experience

Nour: But you?ve got too much on your plate already

Ahmed: But you?ve no experience with budgets.

Here is a reframe, (of which there will be more in Chapter 5) using and as a 

starter. While it may be the truth that Dilma has no line management 

experience, it might be more empowering to reframe the response:

Dilma: I?d like to be promoted ?

Ivan: Yes, and I notice that you would need to develop some line management 

experience. How might we do that?

Try this

But                                                                    And

"But I?ve got too much on my plate?

 ?But I?ve no experience of budgets? 

?But ?? 

?But ??

Again, in English ?why?? may have a similarly repressive effect. We tend to 

experience ?why? as implying, ?There was a better way. You should have done it 

differently. You were wrong?. And as soon as the word emerges from someone?s 

mouth we begin to react defensively. We may be thrown backwards into a 

childlike response, expecting criticism from a parent or teacher, and lose the 

more balanced perspective of the adult.

Don?t worry this isn?t a word by word analysis of the whole of the English 
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language. Those two words, but and why?are the ones to use with extreme care 

or avoid altogether. N.B. substituting ?however? for ?but? doesn?t count!

A more general language shift, which we can choose to make, is to use some of 

the words and expression of the other person. This is literally speaking their 

language. So, if someone says:

?Do you see what I mean??

Don?t reply:

?I hear what you say?.

Use their words or some in the same reference area, in this case visual. 

Hearing the same sort of word come back to us makes us feel heard and 

accepted and allows us to explain more and create shared understanding. This 

is the linguistic building of empathy which helps us align and work well 

together.

There is more on linguistic adjustments in Chapter 4.

Behavioural shift

All the above lead to potential shifts of behaviour and they are perhaps more 

internal than shifts of stance, body language, actions and behaviour. All the 

changes we may decide to make come from real listening to others and to 

ourselves so that we can genuinely choose to stand in our own best 

understanding and strength and accept others as different and still competent, 

whole and resourceful.

When our body language is congruent with our speech because we neither 

need to strut our stuff to convince ourselves and others of our skills nor to 

humble and belittle ourselves to curry favour, we present as real and 

connected. So, notice when you or others say something which doesn't
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match your stance e.g., speaking positive words in a depressed tone or with 

drooping shoulders and downward glance.

Mixed messages

If you see someone pulling at their hair and grimacing while saying, ?It?s all 

under control?, what do you believe? The body language or the words?

Congruent body language, what you see is what you get, is reassuring to others 

who don?t have to struggle to decode mixed messages. It allows clean and 

clear exchanges and takes us back to the idea, mentioned in Chapter 2, that 

what people want most from their leaders is honesty. In this case, honesty of 

presentation.

In certain situations, it may be useful to explore and practice how we want to 

be. As we are promoted or move into new roles or functions (e.g., presenting at 

meetings or conferences), we benefit from deciding what stance and behaviour 

best fits the role we are now inhabiting. We can give ourselves prompts to 

maintain the presence we want or anchors to help us hold to it. These can be 

as simple as wearing a particular item of clothing (different from the everyday) 

to signal to ourselves that today I am the chair/president/speaker etc. This is 

part of a conscious (which soon becomes internalised) shift to a new style, 

perhaps a leadership style.

Another aspect of behaviour which puts credit in the emotional bank account 

is doing what we?ve said we will do and acting in alignment with the values 

which we propound. This builds trust in others and internal ease for ourselves 

and it generates a virtuous spiral of response.
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